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ABSTRACT 

Numerical Modeling of the Formation and Evolution of Basement-

Involved Structures in Wyoming 

by 

Jie Zhang 

The Wyoming foreland is composed of basement-involved structures and 

intermontane basins formed during the Laramide Orogeny. Based on their sizes, 

structures in this area can be categorized into primary uplifts and secondary folds. 

Tectonic models suggest the primary uplifts form by sliding the crustal slabs along a 

deep-seated, large-scale regional detachment in the lower crust, and rotating the 

basement wedges along listric primary faults. The secondary folds are located close 

to and trend sub-parallel to the adjacent primary structures, suggesting a causative 

or correlative relationship between the two, although this connection has not been 

firmly established through field and seismic investigations. I carry out numerical 

simulations using both the finite element method (FEM) and discrete element 

method (DEM) to explore the structural evolution of these secondary basement-

involved structures. The first study investigates the Laramide-age Sheep Mountain 

anticline, located in the eastern Bighorn Basin of Wyoming, using comparative FEM 

and DEM simulations. The kinematic and mechanical results of the two simulations 

are similar, thus verifying the methodological comparison. Differences in the 

geometric details, however, provide important perspectives on the capabilities of 

the two methods. The mechanical properties defined through this comparative 



 
 

 

study are then employed in DEM simulations that investigate the relationships 

between primary and secondary structures during the displacement of large crustal 

slabs along primary thrust faults. My results show that the displacements and 

geometries of the primary faults have great impact on the distributions and throw 

values of the secondary faults. For shallow primary faults with limited regional 

shortening, the numbers and the displacements of secondary faults are evenly 

distributed across the basin, with no preference in dip direction. For steep primary 

faults with significant regional shortening, conjugate faults form early and 

subsequently cluster into groups. I also explore the influences of initial sedimentary 

thickness, sedimentary mechanical stratigraphy, and syn-tectonic sedimentation on 

the distribution of secondary faults. Thicker Pre-Laramide deposits allow more 

secondary faults to form early during deformation, absorbing the horizontal 

shortening within the sedimentary layer. The presence of weak shale layers in the 

sedimentary section allows numerous small faults to form, and limits the depth of 

all the faults. Syn-tectonic sedimentation reduces the number of secondary faults 

that form in the basinal area, and displacements along those faults are very small. In 

this case, most of the deformation is accommodated by the faults located above the 

ramp take-off location, at the edge of the syn-tectonic deposits. 
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Basement-involved contractional structures are important components in 

many orogenic belts worldwide (e.g., Rocky Mountains in USA and Mexico, Peruvian 

and Argentinian Andes, Papua New Guinea, Western High Atlas in Africa, and 

Tianshan in China). Many basement involved structures hold significant 

hydrocarbon accumulations, motivating studies of their structural origins, evolution 

and geometries (Andrews and Swirczynski, 1957; Gries, 1983; Mitra, 1990; Zieglar, 

1992). Seismic profiles and borehole data, combined with field observations, 

provide good constraints on the large-scale geometries of these structures, where 

such data are available. However, it is often difficult to trace fault planes to depth, 

particularly into crystalline basement, even on good quality seismic data. This leads 

to debates about the geometries of the controlling structures at depth (e.g., Berg, 

1962; Prucha et al., 1965; Stearns, 1971; Stone, 1984; Brown, 1993). Moreover, 

observations of present-day structural geometries provide only a snapshot of the 

latest stages of their evolution, revealing little information about the processes and 

sequences of faulting and folding during their development. The exploration for 

deeper petroleum targets is still restricted by our limited understanding of the 

history, the nature of the deformation, and the physical and mechanical properties 

that control their growth (Mitra and Mount, 1998). 

Simulations run using the finite element and discrete element methods have 

great potential to help determine the kinematical, more importantly, the mechanical 

evolution of structures at all scales, but each method has its own advantages and 

disadvantages. For example, the FEM software used in this study is ELFEN, provided 

by Rockfield Software, Ltd. Simulations were run with a critical state soil mechanics-
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type constitutive relationship similar to the classic Cam Clay-type material (Muir 

Wood, 1990). It has the advantage that it can be calibrated directly to experimental 

data derived from rock samples (Crook, et al., 2006 a, b; Gray et al., 2014). In 

general, however, the inherent assumption of continuity in the FEM limits the 

formation of faults. Therefore, faults are typically prescribed in advance (e.g., Sanz 

et al., 2007). The discrete element method (DEM) is a particle-based discontinuous 

numerical technique (Cundall and Strack, 1979), which can exhibit distinctive, 

emergent behaviors resulting in brittle faulting. The natural heterogeneity of DEM 

well simulates complex natural systems, thus it is a powerful tool for exploring the 

behavior of shallow crustal materials. The numerical system consists of an 

assemblage of discrete particles that interact with each other according to Hertz 

contact theory (Johnson, 1985) and frictional sliding, obeying Newtonian dynamics. 

However, the disadvantage is that the bulk constitutive behavior of a mechanical 

unit in DEM cannot be directly defined as it can in an FEM simulation. Instead, the 

stress-strain response results from the combination of particle and bond properties 

chosen as model inputs. It is therefore necessary to do sensitivity analyses on these 

chosen parameters, and to calibrate the resulting stress-strain behavior to a known 

or desired value.  

In chapter 1 (Zhang et al, 2013), comparative simulations using FEM and 

DEM methods have been employed to explore the structural evolution of the 

Laramide-age Sheep Mountain anticline. Identical model domains and boundary 

conditions were used for both simulations to enable direct comparison of the 

results. The FEM input data formed the basis for an initial estimate for the 
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mechanical properties of all the units, and was maintained as well as possible for the 

DEM simulation. Discrepancies in the final FEM and DEM deformation field and fold 

geometry and mismatches in the final stress states of the two simulations were 

improved through slight tuning of the DEM parameters. Through this comparative 

study, we observed that several correspondent DEM and FEM parameter settings 

yield similar final distributions of deformation structures and comparable stress 

distributions, defining a standard parameter set for future DEM simulations. The 

residual differences in the geometric details between the two models, however, 

provide important perspectives on the capabilities of the two methods.  

With the DEM parameters achieved from chapter 1, in chapter 2 (Zhang et al, 

2014a) we apply DEM simulations to larger scale systems, aiming to understand the 

regional distribution of the basement-involved structures similar to the Sheep 

Mountain fold. Field observations categorized the structures in the Wyoming 

foreland into primary uplifts and secondary folds based on their sizes (e.g. Brown, 

Brown, 1984, Brown, 1987, Schmidt et al, 1985). Tectonic models for this area 

suggest that the primary uplifts form by sliding of crustal slabs along a deep-seated, 

large-scale regional detachment in the lower crust, and rotating the basement 

wedges along listric primary faults (Lowell, 1983, Oldow et al., 1989, Erslev, 1993). 

The secondary folds are located close to and trend sub-parallel to the adjacent 

primary structures, suggesting a causative or correlative relationship between the 

two (Erslev, 1993, Stanton and Erslev, 2002). Our DEM simulations investigate the 

relationships between the primary and secondary structures, demonstrating that 

the displacements and geometries of the primary faults, as well as the lithosphere 
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strength, have great impact on the distributions and displacements of the secondary 

faults.  

In chapter 3 (Zhang et al, 2014b), we build on the tectonic set-up from 

chapter 2, and further explore the influences of the sedimentary cover. Although 

during the Laramide Orogeny, both the sedimentary cover and the basement are 

involved in the faulting and folding, the impact from the sedimentary cover on 

regional structural evolution is generally thought to have been minimal, as the 

movement of the Precambrian basement is thought to have controlled the character 

and distributions of Laramide structures (Stearns, 1981). However, some evidence 

indicates that the overlying sediments may also have influenced the structural 

response (Stearns, 1978, Brown, 1987). We carried out DEM simulations to test the 

effects of sedimentary thickness, sedimentary mechanical stratigraphy, and syn-

tectonic sedimentation on basinal-scale deformation, and the generation of 

secondary structures. Our results show that the sediment cover is not only a purely 

passive player in the basement deformation, but has significant controls on the 

locations and characteristics (both in depths and displacements) of secondary faults.    
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Chapter 2 

Comparative FEM and DEM modeling 

of basement involved thrust 

structures, with application to     

Sheep Mountain-Greybull area, 

Wyoming* 

 

 

 

* Zhang, J., Morgan, J. K., Gray, G. G., Harkins, N. W., Sanz, P. F., & Chikichev, I. (2013). 

Comparative FEM and DEM modeling of basement-involved thrust structures, with 

application to Sheep Mountain, Greybull area, Wyoming. Tectonophysics, 608, 408-

417.  
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Basement-involved fold and thrust systems have been widely studied in 

several locations, through field and seismic investigations.  However, our 

understanding of the geometries of the faults that drive folding, and the mechanical 

conditions within the resulting folds, is still limited. Simulations run using the finite 

element and discrete element methods have great potential to help determine the 

mechanical evolution of structures at all scales.  Both methods have been employed 

to explore the structural evolution of the Laramide-age Sheep Mountain anticline, 

located in the eastern Bighorn Basin of Wyoming.  Both sets of simulations are 

constrained by experimental and well log data, and use the same size model domain 

and mechanical stratigraphy.  The underlying basement-sediment boundary was 

deformed by a set of prescribed displacements.  The results of the two simulations 

are geometrically similar, and match previous field-based interpretations of the 

Sheep Mountain fold to the first order.  Stresses calculated by the two methods were 

also very similar, thus verifying the mechanical comparison.  Differences in the 

geometric details, however, provide important perspectives on the capabilities of 

the two methods.  For example, the major faults producing the Sheep Mountain fold 

develop slightly higher dips in the DEM simulation than the FEM simulation, 

yielding a better match with published interpretations.  The crest of the anticline is 

characterized by distributed thinning of shallow strata in the FEM simulation, and 

by local extensional faulting in the DEM simulation.  Neither simulation reproduced 

the north-south fold splay observed in the field, suggesting that this minor feature 

results from preexisting structure or 3D effects not modeled here. 
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2.1. Introduction 

Basement-involved contractional structures are important components in 

many orogenic belts worldwide (e.g., Rocky Mountains in USA and Mexico, Peruvian 

and Argentinian Andes, Papua New Guinea, Western High Atlas in Africa, and 

Tianshan in China).  Many basement-involved structures hold significant 

hydrocarbon accumulations, motivating studies of their structural features 

(Andrews and Swirczynski, 1957; Gries, 1983; Mitra, 1990; Zieglar, 1992).  Seismic 

profiles and borehole data, combined with field observations, provide good 

constraints on the large-scale geometries of these structures where such data are 

available.  However, it is often difficult to trace fault planes to depth, particularly 

into the crystalline basement even on good quality seismic data.  This is due in part 

to the acoustic homogeneity of these basement rocks, and leads to debates about the 

geometries of controlling structures at depth (e.g., Berg, 1962; Prucha et al., 1965; 

Stearns, 1971; Stone, 1984; Brown, 1993).  Moreover, observations of present-day 

structural geometries provide only a snapshot of the latest stages of their evolution, 

revealing little information about the processes and sequences of faulting and 

folding during their development.  The exploration for deeper petroleum targets is 

still restricted by our limited understanding of the history, the nature of the 

deformation, and the physical and mechanical properties that control their growth 

(Mitra and Mount, 1998).   

So-called kinematic (really geometric) models assume that faulting and 

folding obey area- and volume-conservation criteria and they successfully produce 
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admissible, retrodeformable geometries of basement-involved structures (Suppe, 

1983; Mitra, 1990; Erslev, 1991; Mitra and Mount, 1998).  These models have no 

mechanical basis, however, and therefore do not explain why structures form, the 

stresses they experienced during their evolution and what controls their 

geometries.  Analogue models can produce realistic sequences of deformation, and 

provide details about smaller scale structures, but it remains difficult to quantify 

their physical and mechanical properties and to relate them to natural systems (e.g., 

Hubbert, 1937; Sanford, 1959; Horsfield, 1977; Couples et al., 1994; Withjack et al., 

1990, 2000; Jin and Groshong, 2006; Miller and Mitra, 2011; Cotton and Koyi, 2000).  

These challenges encourage new approaches.  Forward numerical modeling 

has advanced to the point that it can be utilized to investigate the internal 

deformation and the mechanical conditions responsible for creating specific 

structural geometries (e.g., Yin et al., 1991, 1994; Smart, 2012).  The finite element 

method  (FEM) is a continuum method in wide engineering use that assumes 

inherently discontinuous processes can be approximated by a smooth continuum of 

properties.  Examples of the use of this method in structural geology include 

simulating the mechanical behavior of sedimentary layers above basement faults 

(Nino, 1998), simulating the strain distribution within fault-bend folds (Erickson 

and Jamison, 1995), and analyzing the influence of far-field compression (Sanz et al., 

2007).  

The discrete element method (DEM) is a discontinuous numerical method 

where the medium is constructed of discrete particles and interactions between 
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particles that follow elastic-frictional contact physics (Cundall and Strack, 1979). 

DEM simulations of basement-involved thrust structures have been carried out, for 

example, by Finch, et al. (2003), Strayer, et al. (2004), Cardozo, et al. (2005), Hardy 

and Finch (2006), and Benesh, et al. (2007). These studies yield first order results 

that reproduce kinematic observations.  

This study uses both methods to simulate the structural evolution of Sheep 

Mountain anticline, a characteristic basement-involved Laramide fold structure 

located along the eastern edge of the Bighorn Basin, Wyoming. The excellent 3D 

outcrop exposure, many published interpretations of the structure, and manageable 

dimensions make Sheep Mountain a good target for numerical structural studies. 

2.2.  Background 

The Wyoming foreland is composed of a series of broad basement arches 

thought to have been uplifted along major basement faults originating at 30 km 

depth (Erslev, 1993; Brown, 1993). These arches, formed during the Laramide 

Orogeny (80-45 Ma), bound several discrete basins.  Smaller, basement-cored 

structures occur along the margins of these basins and are prime targets for oil and 

gas exploration (Andrews et al., 1957; Gries, 1983; Mitra, 1990; Zieglar, 1992). 

Sheep Mountain is an example of such a secondary structure, located along the 

western edge of the Bighorn arch and eastern margin of Bighorn basin (Figure 2.1). 

The structure is a doubly plunging, asymmetric fold with a steep limb (dipping 40-

90° NE) on the east, and a shallowly dipping limb (dipping 10-40° SW) on the west. 
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The fold trends northwest to southeast, sub-parallel to the Bighorn uplift, with some 

minor north-south fold splays. 

Previous studies have constrained the fold and fault geometries of Sheep 

Mountain. Field observations (Rioux, 1958, 1994; Hennier et al., 1983; Forster et al., 

1996) mapped key stratigraphic contacts and structural attitudes, allowing bedding 

and faults to be projected to depth, locally constrained by borehole data. Remote-

sensing (Banerjee and Mitra, 2004; Lovely et al., 2010) further extended mapped 

oucrops into poorly exposed or inaccessible areas. Many authors have interpreted 

the geometry of the surface anticline to the underlying fault system, and have 

proposed relationships between the folds and fractures (e.g., Stearns, 1971, 1978; 

Hennier and Spang, 1983; Forster et al., 1996; Stanton and Erslev, 2002; Stone, 

2004; Bellahsen et al., 2006; Foire et al., 2006; Amrouch et al., 2010).  
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Figure 2.1 Geologic map of the asymmetric, doubly plunging Sheep Mountain 

Anticline showing geologic ages of exposed units. A parasitic anticline on the west 

side results in a “thumb” pattern in cross-section. Interpretations of line A-A’ are 

shown in Figure 2.2.  Inset shows location of Sheep Mountain Anticline on eastern 

edge of the Bighorn Basin, Wyoming.  Figures adapted from Rioux (1994) and 

Bellahsen et al. (2006).  
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The range of interpretations of this structure cited above demonstrates that 

many ambiguities remain in the geometry of the fault-fold system at Sheep 

Mountain.  For the purposes of this paper, the geometric interpretation of Stanton 

and Erslev (2002) has been chosen as the base case, with the goal that the 

mechanical feasibility of this scenario can be tested by both techniques (Figure 2.2).  

Their interpretation serves as an ideal template, as it is based on true 3D restoration 

and integrated available well and seismic data (Stanton and Erslev, 2002).  It shows 

the Sheep Mountain anticline bounded by two faults that offset the basement: the 

Rio thrust dips to the northeast and the Sheep Mountain thrust dips to the 

southwest.  Outstanding questions that can be further examined through our study, 

relate to the occurrence and distribution of small scale secondary faults, and also 

the degree and location of interstratal faulting and flexural slip.  The question of 

whether the faults die out in the subsurface, and the validity of the cross-cutting 

relationships depicted in Figure 2.2 were not addressed in this study.   
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Figure 2.2 Published interpretations of composite line A-A’ across Sheep Mountain 

Anticline, shown in Figure 2.1. (a) Hennier and Spang (1983). (b) Brown (1993). (c) 

Forster et al. (1996). (d) Stanton and Erslev (2002). 
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2.3. Numerical Methods 

The FEM software used in this study is ELFEN, provided by Rockfield 

Software, Ltd.  It is a highly advanced FEM system optimized for modeling geologic 

structures.  The FEM process begins with an input model geometry, which is then 

discretized into a series of nodes and surfaces that comprise a mesh.  Once a mesh is 

defined, a constitutive relationship is chosen for each material within the model.  

The constitutive relationship defines the stress-strain behavior for the material, and 

the mesh comprises the framework within which the computations are made.  

Boundary conditions (i.e., loadings and/or prescribed displacements) are applied 

after the geometry, mesh, and constitutive relationships are defined (i.e., 

Zienkiewicz et al., 2005).  FEM software like ELFEN, with an indirect, iterative solver 

capability, can efficiently handle arbitrary geometries and a wide variety of 

boundary conditions, and can also deal with inhomogeneous and anisotropic 

materials, providing a good analogue for a great range of viscous or plastic geo-

materials (Akin, 2005; Crook et al., 2006b).  These particular simulations were run 

with a critical state soil mechanics-type constitutive relationship similar to the 

classic Cam Clay-type material (Muir Wood, 1990).  This critical-state relationship 

can handle dilative, compactive, and constant-volume behavior in rocks, depending 

upon the stress conditions and strain path of the material.  It has an additional 

advantage in that it can be calibrated directly to experimental data derived from 

rock samples (Crook, et al., 2006 a, b; Gray et al., 2014).  The ELFEN software 

employs an adaptive remeshing capability that also allows the simulation to localize 
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deformation into discrete zones similar to faults, when the stress conditions and 

material properties dictate.  In general, however, the assumption of continuity 

inherent to the FEM technique limits the ability of faults to emerge from a 

simulation.  Therefore, faults are generally prescribed in advance (e.g., Sanz et al., 

2007).  

The DEM model domain is constructed of particles that interact with each 

other according to Hertz contact theory (Johnson, 1985) and Newtonian dynamics 

(Cundall and Strack, 1979).  Two sets of parameters are required to achieve the 

desired bulk constitutive properties of the assemblage: particle properties and bond 

properties.  Particle properties include particle size, density, elastic moduli, and 

contact friction.  Bond properties include tensile strength, cohesion, and elastic 

moduli. Normal or shear separation introduces attractive and shear forces 

dependent on the bond properties.  The bond properties are set at the initial stage of 

the simulation, and can be modified during the run.  If the bonds break, the particles 

will interact frictionally based upon the defined contact properties.   

The bulk constitutive behavior of a mechanical unit in a DEM simulation 

cannot be directly defined as it can in an FEM simulation.  Instead, the stress-strain 

response results from the combination of particle and bond properties chosen as 

model inputs.  It is therefore important to do sensitivity analyses on these chosen 

parameters, and to calibrate the resulting stress-strain behavior to a known or 

desired standard.  This can be very time consuming, and there may be a continuing 

uncertainty if a particular kind of rheological behavior is desired.   
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One of the distinct advantages of this approach is the lack of dependency on a 

mesh.  Discontinuities can form any time bond and frictional criteria are exceeded.  

Thus these types of simulations are very well suited for situations in which the 

evolution of faulting is the desired parameter, and/or when large displacements are 

inherent in the simulation run.  It is more difficult to simulation a discrete, pre-

defined structure, however.  A more complete summary of the DEM theory and 

methods employed in this study is provided elsewhere (Morgan and Boettcher, 

1999; Morgan and McGovern, 2005; Dean et al., 2013; Morgan, submitted).   

2.4. Model Set Up 

Identical model domains were used for both FEM and DEM simulations to 

enable direct comparison of the results (Figures 2.3a and b).  Both sets of 

simulations are 2-D plane strain models.  The initial domain is 27 km long, and the 

total sedimentary section is 3.45 km thick.  The sedimentary section subdivided into 

nine units with varying layer thicknesses and mechanical properties that represent 

a simplification of the 25 lithologically-based formations defined within the basin 

(Figure 2.3c). The sedimentary strata are initially constant thickness and horizontal.  

The lower boundary of the models is divided into four segments.  Each of these 

segments is displaced during the simulation run in its own separate stage.  The 

displacements are imposed on the lower boundary at a constant rate, and may 

include translation, folding, or both simultaneously (Figure 2.3d).  The total length 

of the basement surface is held constant in each displacing segment throughout the 

simulation, although the overall model contracts.  The first stage of movement is 
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along the east-dipping Rio thrust, accompanied by some folding in the hanging wall.  

The Sheep Mountain thrust (labeled SMA on Figure 2.3d) is initiated in the second 

stage, followed by continued basement folding above the Sheep Mountain thrust.  

The third stage includes continued displacement on the Sheep Mountain thrust and 

tightening of the Sheep Mountain anticline.  The last stage includes development of 

the crestal anticline with interpreted minor fault offset of the overlying basement.  

This sequence of deformation was arbitrarily chosen and does not follow the base-

case interpretation of Stanton and Erslev (2002).  

At the outset of this modeling, mechanical strength data were obtained from 

outcrop samples of the Madison Formation limestone and the Tensleep sandstone to 

calibrate the constitutive relationships.  One inch cores were taken from these 

samples and subjected to triaxial testing to determine cohesion and angle of internal 

friction.  These data formed the basis for an initial estimate for the mechanical 

properties of all the units using the well log-based approach of Crawford, et al. 

(2010).  

Three sets of sensitivities were run with the FEM model to help select the 

most realistic parameters for each mechanical unit. The first set of parameters was 

calibrated to the outcrop samples discussed above.  Simulations run with this 

mechanical stratigraphy were very brittle, and produced significantly more faulting 

in the simulation than seen in outcrop.  Therefore, a second set of constitutive 

properties was generated by assuming a normal compaction-based criteria with the 

preconsolidation pressure (Pc) increasing at a rate of 30 MPa per km of depth 
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(Table 2.1).  The value at the midpoint depth was assigned to each mechanical unit.  

The preconsolidation pressures for limestone and sandstone were arbitrarily 

increased an additional 10% over the adjacent shale formations to reflect the 

greater relative strength of these units.  This set of mechanical properties proved to 

be extremely weak, and did not produce any faults in the resulting models.  For this 

reason, a third set of mechanical properties was created by averaging the ‘strong’ 

and ‘weak’ properties.  This set of properties produced final geometries and 

subsidiary structures that were similar to those observed at Sheep Mountain.  The 

resulting FEM simulation is the one used for further comparisons. The final 

constitutive properties for this simulation are shown in Table 2.1. 

The DEM simulation was initiated by generating ~50,000 particles within the 

model domain, and allowing them to settle under gravity. Excess particles were 

trimmed from the top to define a relatively smooth 3.45 km thick sedimentary 

package matching the FEM configuration. Primary particle sizes were 15, 20, and 30 

m, initially randomly distributed to ensure a relatively homogeneous packing. Basic 

particle properties (i.e., elastic moduli, density, interparticle friction) were uniform 

for the entire domain (Table 2.2). The particle packing was then sub-divided into 

nine units to match the FEM stratigraphy (Figure 2.3). To define the mechanical 

properties of each unit, unique interparticle bond parameters were assigned, scaled 

proportionally to maintain the relative differences in properties between layers 

based on the FEM materials.  Given the non-uniqueness of DEM bulk properties, 

several sets of bond parameters were tested to obtain the best match to the FEM 

results. The best-fit bond parameters are listed in Table 2.3.  Interestingly, a good fit 
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was obtained by setting each unit’s bond Young’s modulus to the bulk Young’s 

modulus assigned for the FEM materials; the shear modulus was initially set to one 

third of the Young’s modulus, consistent with typical laboratory ratios for rocks 

(e.g., Jaeger and Cook, 1979). Bond tensile strengths for each unit (Table 2.3) were 

assigned to be 100 times larger than the tensile cut off for the FEM units (Table 2.1), 

to account for the smaller cross-sectional area of the bonds over which the tensile 

stresses are applied.  Bond cohesive strength was set initially to twice the tensile 

strength.  Discrepencies in the final FEM and DEM deformation field and fold 

geometry were improved through slight tuning of the bond shear moduli 

(decreased) and cohesive strengths (increased) for the two shallowest units (Klme 

and Kmv).  Finally, mismatches in the final stress states of the two simulations were 

improved by adjusting the shear modulus of all particles, initially set to 2.9 GPa, and 

increased to 3.2 GPa. 
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Table 2.1 Bulk unit properties for FEM simulations 

Stratigraphic 
Unit 

Pc        
(Pa) 

Young’s 
Modulus 
(Pa) 

Poisson’s 
ratio 

Tensile 
Cut-off 
(Pa) 

Friction 
Coefficient 

Klme 5.0E06 1.0E09 0.21 2.0E05 0.58 

Kmv 9.0E06 1.0E09 0.21 2.0E05 0.58 

Kc 1.5E07 3.0E09 0.25 0.0E05 0.47 

Kf 2.0E07 1.0E10 0.20 6.0E05 0.70 

Kmt 1.9E07 3.0E09 0.25 0.0E05 0.47 

KJcmsgs 2.3E07 1.0E10 0.10 6.0E05 0.70 

TrPPcgta 3.0E07 1.0E10 0.10 6.0E05 0.70 

Mm 3.7E07 2.0E10 0.30 1.4E06 0.70 

Cg 3.4E07 5.0E09 0.20 0.0E05 0.47 

 

 

 

Table 2.2 Particle properties for DEM simulations 

Shear 
Modulus 
(Pa) 

Particle 
radii  

(m) 

Poisson’s 
ratio 

Density 
(kg/m3) 

Friction 
Coefficient 

3.2E09 30, 20, 15 0.2 1500 0.30 
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Table 2.3 Interparticle bond properties for DEM simulations 

Stratigraphic 
Unit 

Young’s 
Modulus 
(Pa) 

Shear 
Modulus 
(Pa) 

Tensile 
Strength 
(Pa) 

Cohesion 
(Pa) 

Klme 1.0E09 2.5E08 2.0E07 4.0E08 

Kmv 1.0E09 2.5E08 2.0E07 4.0E08 

Kc 3.0E09 1.0E09 0.0E07 0.0E00 

Kf 1.0E10 3.3E09 6.0E07 1.2E08 

Kmt 3.0E09 1.0E09 0.0E07 0.0E00 

KJcmsgs 1.0E10 3.3E09 6.0E07 1.2E08 

TrPPcgta 1.0E10 3.3E09 6.0E07 1.2E08 

Mm 2.0E10 6.7E09 1.4E08 2.8E08 

Cg 5.0E09 1.7E09 0.0E07 0.0E00 
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Figure 2.3 Initial set-up for numerical models. (a) Finite element model, consisting 

of approximately 35,000 elements. (b) Discrete element model composed of 

approximately 50,000 particles. (c) Simplified stratigraphic column, color-coded to 

match model stratigraphy. (d) Basal boundary configurations bounding the four 

deformation stages. See the text for details. 
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2.5. Modeling Results 

2.5.1. Kinematic Analysis 

The final DEM and FEM simulations yield close matches using properties that 

are very similar, to the degree that this can be fixed, although there are some 

important differences in the simulations (Figure 2.4). In the first stage of 

deformation for both simulations (Figure 2.4a and e, 1.1 My), offset along the Rio 

thrust (F1) cuts the sedimentary layers immediately above the basement. A shallow, 

sub-parallel fault (F2) emerges at the surface in the FEM model, connected by a 

slight step-up through the Cody shale (Kc).  This shallow fault is initially absent in 

the DEM simulation, and deformation near the tip of the Rio thrust is distributed 

across a triangular zone of broad shearing.  Both simulations exhibit flexural slip 

near the tip of the deep Rio thrust, localized within or at the boundaries of the weak 

Cody shale (Kc) and Mowry-Thermopolis shale (Kmt) units. A small offset 

extensional crack forms at the crest of the broad fold in the DEM simulation.  In 

contrast, crestal extension within the FEM model is accomplished through bed 

thinning rather than faulting.  

After the second stage of deformation (Figure 2.4b and f, 2.1 My), the shallow 

branch of the Rio thrust (F2) emerges at the surface in the DEM simulation, 

apparently continuous with F1. Extreme basement bending broadens the region of 

deep deformation within the fold, defining a narrow fault zone (F3) that links to the 

shallow strand of the Rio thrust (F2) in the FEM simulation (Figure 2.4b).  This 

region shows a broad zone of disturbance in the DEM simulation, but no discrete 
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faulting (Figure 2.4f). The newly activated, west-dipping Sheep Mountain (SMA) 

thrust (F4) propagates from the basement into the sedimentary cover to form the 

northeastern limb of the fold in both simulations, with a slightly higher dip in the 

DEM simulation than in the FEM simulation.  Flexural slip is again observed within 

the weak Kc and Kmt units. 

By the end of the third stage of deformation (Figure 2.4c and g, 3.1 My), the 

geometries and extents of the major faults are similar in both simulations.  The 

west-dipping SMA thrust (F4) has propagated to the surface in both models, but 

with little offset, while also developing a complex branch to an east-dipping crestal 

normal fault (F5) that cuts through the Kc and Kmt units.  The shallow strand of the 

east-dipping Rio thrust (F2) shows increased offset near the surface, and a second 

shallow strand (F6) has broken outboard of the first, linking to the deeper branch 

through bedding-parallel slip and distributed shear within Unit Kc (Figure 2.4c and 

g).  In the FEM model, bedding parallel slip is now evident within the aggregate 

TrPPcgta and Cg units, as well as Kc and Kmt (Figure 2.4c), although this is difficult 

to resolve in the DEM model (Figure 2.4g). The DEM simulation shows several new 

normal faults breaking the fold crest, one of which links up with the steeper branch 

of the SMA thrust (F5). The FEM simulation shows continuous thinning in this 

region. 
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By the end of the final stage of deformation (Figure 2.4d and h, 4.1 My), a 

new east-dipping fault initiates within the basement (F7), and cuts upward toward 

the fold crest.  This fault is steeper in the DEM simulation compared to the FEM 

model, and thus converges the west-dipping SMA thrust (F4) at the surface.  The 

shallower east-dipping F7 in the FEM simulation intersects and offsets the SMA 

thrust within unit Kc, and continues to the fold crest, ultimately inverting the 

normal sense of shear along the pre-existing F5, causing minor uplift at the crest.  In 

contrast, normal faults persist at the fold crest in the DEM simulation.   

Overall, the final configurations of the FEM and DEM simulations show very 

similar bed and fault geometries.  The Rio thrust complex (F1, F2, F3, and F6) 

consists of the same number of fault strands in both simulations, with intervening 

flexural slip connecting the two areas of localized shear.  The shallow faults in the 

FEM simulation lie farther to the west than in the DEM simulation, reflecting slightly 

shallower fault dips.  The SMA thrust complex (F4 and F6) is also similar in the two 

simulations, defining a broad triangular zone of deformation emerging as two faults 

at the surface.  The late stage reactivation and inversion of the crestal normal fault 

(F6) by offset along F7 occurs only in the FEM model, due to the steeper fault dips in 

the DEM simulation.  A major difference between the two simulations lies in the 

crest of the Sheep Mountain anticline, which is generally thinned and coherent in 

the FEM model, but cut by high-angle normal faults in the DEM result.  

Both simulations also show pronounced decoupling of deformation across 

the thick Cody Shale (Kc). In the deepest strata, basement uplift is consumed by 
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thrusting along major fault planes and flexural slip along intersecting layer 

boundaries. At shallow depths, deformation is accommodated by a combination of 

slip along weak horizons  and cross-layer faults. The most intense flexural slip in 

both models occurs within unit TrPPcgta. 

2.5.2. Mechanical Analysis 

As stated above, it is difficult to define the constitutive relationships the same 

way in both FEM and DEM simulations, due to inherent differences in the model 

methodology.  A potential way to bridge these differences is to compare the stress 

fields that result from the DEM and FEM simulations.  The FEM stress maps are 

relatively smooth, whereas the DEM maps have much higher frequency variations 

(Figure 2.5).  These detailed differences reflect the underlying continuum or 

particle-scale heterogeneity inherent in each methodology.  The general stress 

patterns, however, are similar.  Horizontal stresses, xx generally increase with 

depth, but show alternating high and low zones corresponding to strong units (e.g., 

Kf, KJcmsgs, TrPPcgta)) and weak units (e.g., Kc, Kmt, Cg), respectively (Figures 2.5a 

and c).  The highest values of xx occur in the footwall of the Rio thrust, where 

thrusting causes greater horizontal compression.  The lowest values occur in the 

uplifted hanging walls of the faults, due to the effects of gravitationally-induced 

extension.  Vertical stresses, yy also increase with depth due to gravitational 

loading, and are generally enhanced in the footwalls of the major thrusts (Figures 

2.5b and d). 
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In order to obtain meaningful values for comparison, we calculated average 

values for xx and yy from the final states of the two simulations (Figure 2.5), 

sampled over 27 uniform-width segments within two representative stratigraphic 

units: the Cody Shale (Kc), and an inter-bedded package of sandstone, limestone, 

and shale, referred to as TrPPKJ. These stress values are plotted against each other 

in Figure 2.6.  
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Figure 2.6 Comparisons of final stresses for the FEM and DEM simulations for the 

two representative units, Kc, and TrPPKJ, defined in Figure 2.5. (a) σxx in Kc unit, 

(b) σyy in Kc unit, (c) σxx in TrPPKJ unit, (d) σyy in TrPPKJ unit. Black dashed lines 

denote y=x.  See text for discussion.  

The Cody Shale is the thickest and weakest material in the stratigraphic 

sequence, and therefore plays an important role in controlling the deformation 

pattern across the section. Due to its low strength, the Cody Shale acts as a 

decoupling horizon within the structure (e.g., Figure 2.4). Sampled xx and yy values 

compare well for the FEM and DEM simulations, in that most of the data lie close to 
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the dashed line delineating y=x, providing evidence that the respective stresses are 

similar in both models (Figure 2.6a and b). Higher values of xx relative to yy are 

consistent with the imposition of horizontal tectonic compression.  

The second mechanical package sampled here, TRPPKJ, is a mixture of 

sandstone, interbedded shale and limestone, which makes up one third of the 

sedimentary thickness. Three units are included in this package: the 

Pennsylvanian/Permian/Triassic Fm (TrPPcgta), Jurassic/Cretaceous Fm 

(KJcmsgs), and Cretaceous Frontier Fm (Kf). Although the rock properties for the 

three layers differ slightly (Tables 2.1 and 2.3), these stronger rocks favor brittle 

failure rather than ductile flow.  Detailed comparisons for these rock units are 

shown for both xx and yy (Figure 2.6c and d).  Average xx for this package is 50 

MPa in the DEM and 60 MPa in the FEM results; yy is similar in both simulations, 

with values in the range of 20-70 MPa. Again, xx is generally higher than yy due to 

the overall horizontal compression. The stresses for this mechanical package are 

generally higher than for the Cody Shale, because the strata are deeper and sustain a 

thicker overburden, increasing the vertical stress. The higher confining pressure 

also results in increased shear stress before failure.  Finally, the higher cohesion of 

this composite deeper brittle unit (Tables 2.1 and 2.3) makes it much stronger than 

the Cody Shale.  

The average vertical stress magnitudes in the DEM and FEM simulations are 

quite similar, whereas the average horizontal stresses are lower in the DEM 

simulation compared to the FEM results.  Despite achieving a good geometric fit 
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between the two simulations, this indicates that the mechanical properties of the 

two models do not match perfectly.  We speculate that this discrepancy may reflect 

the role of elastic properties of the particles within the DEM assemblage, which will 

influence the interparticle forces during compression (e.g., Johnson, 1985). In this 

simulation, elastic properties are fixed throughout the assemblage, whereas they 

likely would vary with lithology. 

2.6. Discussion 

Comparative modeling of Sheep Mountain using two different numerical 

approaches, FEM and DEM, yield similar final distributions of deformation 

structures and comparable stress distributions, despite the differences in the 

rheological assumptions and implementation.  This outcome serves to validate the 

two methods for comparable initial and boundary conditions.  Similar model 

comparisons using less well-constrained boundary conditions and material 

properties (e.g., Ellis et al., 2004; Buiter et al., 2006) have not always yielded such 

satisfying results.  Another appeal of this study is the opportunity to examine the 

differences between the two models, which provide insights into the deformation 

mechanisms that operate in the simulations, versus those occurring in the natural 

system.  The discussion is broken into three subsections: (a) comparisons between 

simulations and interpreted structure, (b) deformation mechanisms, and (c) 

limitations and opportunities. 
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2.6.1. Model Comparisons 

As shown in Figure 2.4, the final configurations of the two simulations are 

very similar, despite differences in the progression of deformation during the 

simulation steps.  Here we compare the final results to the preferred published 

interpretation of Stanton and Erslev (2002), upon which the model geometry and 

boundary displacements were based. Note, the interpreted section only shows the 

deep deformed structure that is still extant, as the shallower strata have since 

eroded away.  Our mechanical models, however, preserved the entire sedimentary 

package throughout the simulations. 

Figure 2.7 compares the general features of the two simulations with the 

interpretation of Stanton and Erslev (2002), showing reasonable fits consistent with 

the prescribed boundary fault positions and displacements. Overall, bedding dips in 

the two simulations match those in the interpreted section well in the footwalls of 

both the Rio and SMA thrusts, where the beds are dragged upward into the faults.  

The steep or overturned beds interpreted within the northeastern limb maintain 

much shallower attitudes in the two models.  Bed thicknesses are also similar across 

the structure, although the Cody shale shows substantially more thickening adjacent 

to the Rio and SMA thrusts in the numerical models compared to the interpreted 

section.  Bed thinning noted in the fold crest of the interpretation is also observed in 

the two simulations, although the shallower strata cannot be compared (Figure 2.7).  

The main discrepancies between the interpreted cross-section of Stanton and 

Erslev (2002) and our numerical results relate to the distributions and orientations 
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of faults within the section.  Stanton and Erslev (2002) interpret steeper dips for the 

major Rio and SMA thrusts, relative to the simulations, but both of the mechanical 

simulations suggest the interpreted faults should be shallower (Figure 2.7b).  Also, 

the smaller, west dipping, bedding parallel splay fault that cuts the southwestern 

fold limb, producing a subsidiary fold, is not produced in the numerical simulations, 

which instead exhibit bedding parallel flexural slip in the region (Figure 2.7). A more 

significant difference perhaps is the emergence of the two subparallel east dipping 

thrust faults that compose the Rio thrust zone in the two numerical models.  As a 

consequence, both models show significantly greater fault offset of the shallower 

units along the southwestern flank of the fold than is interpreted in their section.  

Interestingly, the modeled faults project westward out into the basin, where there is 

little stratigraphic offset (i.e., Cody shale displaced against Cody Shale) to demarcate 

them in the field.  

Although neither of the numerical models reproduce the exact structural 

geometries interpreted by Stanton and Erslev (2002), the first-order similarities of 

bedding dips and fault orientations demonstrate that the interpreted geometries are 

mechanically feasible, although constrained by the prescribed basal boundary 

displacements and fault positions.  Differences in the results may be attributed in 

part to preservation of the full stratal package throughout the numerical 

simulations; the lack of erosion of the uplifted model strata could induce 

gravitational spreading of the southwestern flank, possibly through detachment and 

flow within the weak Cody shale, enhancing modeled offsets and decreasing the dip 

of the east-dipping (e.g., Rio) faults.  In reality, the uplifted hanging wall likely 
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experienced significant syntectonic erosion, precluding the high topography 

modeled here.  Similarly, the lack of overturned beds on the modeled northeastern 

limb above the SMA thrust may be a result of the higher vertical stresses acting on 

this portion of the fold due to the thick overburden.  

 

Figure 2.7 Comparisons of final configurations of FEM and DEM simulations with the 

interpretation of Stanton and Erslev (2002) from Figure 2.2D, showing interpreted 

stratigraphic contacts (blue lines) and faults (red lines).  (a) Comparison with FEM 

result.  (b) Comparison with DEM result. 

2.6.2. Deformation Mechanisms 

The discrepencies in modeled stresses between the two types of models 

shown in Figure 2.6 reflect differences in material properties, as well as material 

rheologies, both of which can account for differences in the model results.  The most 

distinct manifestations of these differences are the deformation mechanisms 

associated with faulting within the simulations.  In these simulations, the positions 

and offsets of the Rio and SMA thrust faults are prescribed within the basement, but 
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not within the sedimentary cover, where they develop according to the mechanical 

properties of the sediments through which they cut. 

A first order difference in fault behavior between the simulations is the rate 

at which the Rio thrust propagates to the surface during the simulations (Figure 

2.4).  In the FEM simulation, the Rio thrust reaches the surface during the first stage 

(Figure 2.4b), although with a fairly irregular geometry below and above the Cody 

shale (Kc).  Slip continues along the initial fault segments, even as new fault splays 

extend both upward and downward from the fault bends to define two sub-parallel 

faults, decoupled within the Cody Shale.  In contrast, the Rio thrust takes longer to 

reach the surface in the DEM simulation, and fault propagation is accompanied by a 

broad zone of deformation encompassing a triangular wedge of small subparallel 

faults, resembling a trishear model (Erslev, 1991; Allmendinger et al., 1998).  In this 

case, displacement is localized onto several fault planes, a pattern reminiscent of the 

“fan-shaped set of minor faults” proposed by Mitra and Mount (1998) as one of four 

ways in which triangular zones deform. In subsequent stages, deformation adjacent 

to the Rio thrust broadens further, with localized slip stepping forward to form the 

second splay (Figure 2.4d and h).  In these later stages of deformation, a few minor 

faults branch off the Rio thrust into the footwall, typically oriented ~20° from the 

main fault (Figure 2.4d).  The occurrence of these minor faults likely causes 

weakening of the footwall while widening the shear zone. It appears that the apical 

angle of the trishear zone (e.g., Erslev, 1991) in the simulation increases through 

time, as the number of small faults increases.  
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In comparison to the FEM simulation, the DEM simulation exhibits much 

more small-scale faulting and near fault damage, which diffuses deformation into 

the surrounding wall rocks, absorbing and dissipating the strain energy which 

would otherwise drive fault propagation. This diffusion of deformation could 

explain the slower rate of propagation of the Rio thrust in the DEM simulation than 

the FEM simulation (Figure 2.4). Another contributor to delayed fault propagation 

may be progressive strain hardening, strengthening the fault zone as it deforms.  

However, both FEM and DEM methods incorporate this strain hardening, so this 

does not appear to be responsible.     

The SMA thrust propagates more gradually in both simulations, exhibiting 

the development of more typical trishear zone geometries (Figure 2.4d and h). The 

displacement fields show that deformation is more broadly distributed within this 

triangle zone compared to the Rio thrust, although localized deformation occurs 

along the trishear zone boundaries (i.e., F4 and F5). This deformation pattern 

resembles the “penetrative deformation” example of trishear zones proposed by 

Mitra and Mount (1998). Unlike the Rio thrust, the SMA thrust preserves the 

triangle geometry around its tip as it propagates, perhaps because of the greater 

uplift of the hanging wall driving the transfer of mass from the anticlinal to synclinal 

areas during basement rotation (Erslev, 1991; Allmendinger et al., 1998).   

2.6.3. Limitations and Opportunities 

This work has demonstrated the feasibility of comparative modeling for 

understanding the evolution of basement-involved deformation.  The models 
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presented here represent only one possible faulting and folding sequence for Sheep 

Mountain, prescribed by basement boundary displacements, and a limited number 

of other model variables. Alternative faulting sequences, such as the SMA thrust 

forming concurrent with the Rio thrust (e.g., Stone, 2004), or prior to the Rio thrust 

as a more typical out-of-the-basin thrust (Stanton and Erslev, 2002), could also be 

explored. Fault localization could also result from the presence of pre-existing 

structures, for example, the SMA thrust might be a reactivated pre-Laramide normal 

fault (Amrouch et.al, 2010) or ancestral Rockies-age contractional feature (Simmons 

and Scholle, 1990).  Certainly, the imposed faulting sequence, fault locations, and 

numbers of faults may strongly influence the resulting structure. Future numerical 

simulations could employ different basal boundary conditions to explore the 

implications for the shallower structures, and compare these to field-based 

interpretations. 

Additionally, constraints on the basal boundary displacements preclude the 

genuine involvement of the crystalline basement in deformation.  It would be 

appealing to allow the basement faults to emerge naturally, and in a sequence 

governed by the resultant stress conditions. This could be examined by considering 

regional deformation structures, in particular, the possible role of deep crustal 

detachments and first-order basement arches in the generation of shallow faults and 

folds (e.g., Erslev, 1993).  These deeper structures would govern the far-field 

tectonic stresses responsible for the shallow structures we have modeled, which 

may differ from those induced by our prescribed basal displacements.  The pre-

defined high angle basement faults used here may overemphasize the vertical 
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stresses that drive faulting and folding, creating anomalous stress conditions in the 

near surface that may favor normal faulting.  Such regional models could explore the 

conditions that enable to formation of the Sheep Mountain anticline along the 

western flank of the Bighorn Arch.  It could have resulted from back-limb tightening 

(e.g., Erslev, 1986), or have been influenced by the geometry of the underlying 

master fault (e.g., Stanton, 2002).  The effects of stresses induced by rotation, uplift, 

and folding could also be directly examined. 

Syn-tectonic erosion and sedimentation have been shown to play a role in 

controlling the final fault and fold geometries in natural and analog systems (e.g., 

Yamada and McClay, 2004; Cardozo et al., 2005).  It is probable that syn-tectonic 

erosion occurred during the uplift of Sheep Mountain, decreasing the height of the 

fold and the potential for gravitational sliding. This effect would tend to decrease 

the large shallow displacements observed on the Rio thrust in our models. Certainly 

syn-tectonic sedimentation filled in the synclinal regions on either side of the fold, 

which would have increased the vertical confining pressures, and potentially 

suppressed outward thrust displacements. Both factors could influence the final 

fault and fold configurations, providing additional explanations for the 

discrepencies between our modeled and interpreted Sheep Mountain structure.  

Future modeling can explore these influences. 

Finally, it is worth noting the limits of using present-day mechanical 

properties, as measured in the laboratory, to calibrate mechanical models of 

structures that formed in the geologic past.  This is true even when using samples of 
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the same formation, collected from the structure of interest.  Discrepencies probably 

arise from both significant diagenetic strengthening that will have occurred in the 

samples analyzed for this study after they were deformed, and overestimation of 

rock strength due to the small sample sizes tested (standard 1 inch diameter plugs).  

It remains an open question as to the best way to determine the paleo-mechanical 

properties for a rock unit at the time of deformation.   

2.7. Conclusions 

Comparative FEM and DEM simulations were carried out to study the 

deformation and evolution of Sheep Mountain, Wyoming, and to examine the  

results of the different numerical methodologies. Using identical initial and basal 

boundary conditions, the two simulations yield similar kinematic and mechanical 

results.  The major faults occur in similar positions in the two simulations, with 

similar geometries to the interpretation of Stanton and Erslev (2002).  The two 

simulations also demonstrate different modes of deformation in the shallowest 

regions, with distributed thinning occurring along the crest of the fold in the FEM 

simulation, and high-angle normal faulting in the DEM simulation.  Modest 

discrepencies in modeled stress fields indicate slight differences in the mechanical 

properties across the two model domains.   

The discrete nature of the DEM simulation also allows us to explore in more 

detail the deformation that accompanies faulting, including off-fault damage and 

compaction, which dissipates strain energy, apparently decreasing the rate of fault 
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propagation relative to the FEM simulation. Similar mechanisms may be at play in 

the natural system, explaining why the Rio thrust is not observed at the surface to 

the west of Sheep Mountain Anticline. The numerical simulations also provide 

insights into the mechanisms responsible for trishear geometries that are commonly 

used to describe basement-involved structures.  

The minor differences between the modeling results and interpretations 

indicate other important factors that contribute to the deformation. Future 

modeling studies might explore the effects of regional deformation and pre-existing 

structures, interactions between the faulting basement rocks and the sedimentary 

cover, and also the regional stress field that governed deformation during the 

Laramide Orogeny.  
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Chapter 3 

Discrete element simulations of 

secondary basement involved thrusts 

in Wyoming 

Influence of                                 

primary basement fault properties on                           

secondary fault distributions*   

* Zhang, J., Morgan, J.K., Gray, G.G., and Dean, S., 2014a, Discrete element simulations 

of secondary basement involved thrusts in Wyoming: Influence of primary 

basement fault properties on secondary fault distributions. Submitted to 

Tectonophysics 
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The relationships between large-scale basement-involved thrust faults that 

bound major Laramide-age uplifts, and smaller-scale basement-involved faults that 

occur on the flanks of the uplifts and within adjacent basins, have been investigated 

using Discrete Element Method (DEM) simulations. These models show that the 

geometries of and displacements along the larger faults (referred as primary faults, 

such as the Wind River thrust, and the Bighorn thrust) have a great effect on the 

distributions and characteristics of the smaller faults (referred as secondary faults). 

During the initial stages of deformation, smaller-scale secondary thrust faults 

develop across the basinal areas in response to crustal contraction, with no 

preference in dip direction. In the case of shallow primary faults, the secondary 

faults are relatively uniformly spaced; steeper primary faults result in conjugate 

secondary fault pairs that subsequently cluster into groups. Average depths of these 

secondary faults are ~7 km depth and displacements are ~1200 m. With further 

shortening, resulting in crustal folding and uplift above the fault ramps, larger-scale 

secondary faults form above the ramp take-off points. These secondary faults can 

penetrate up to 13 km depth, and have displacements of up to 2000 m. Initially, 

there is no preference in dip direction for secondary faults forming above the ramp 

take-off points, but with greater primary fault displacements, these larger secondary 

faults favor the out-of-the-basin direction. These simulations demonstrate that both 

translation of the crustal block along the sub-horizontal detachment and rotation 

along the curved fault ramps contribute to the generation of secondary faults. Most 
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of these faults, however, remain shallow and never physically connect to the 

primary faults.    

 

Figure 3.1 Generalized structural map of Wyoming, showing the distribution of 

basement involved structures; including primary structures, i.e., basement uplifts, 

and secondary structures i.e., smaller faults and folds located on the backlimbs of 

the primary arches. The Bighorn basin and Wind River basin are discussed in this 

paper, the related primary and secondary structures for the two basins are 

highlighted with colors. Modified after Blackstone, in Roberts (1989). 
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3.1. Introduction 

The Laramide province consists of basement-involved structures and 

intermontane basins formed during the Laramide Orogeny (i.e. Tweto, 1974) 

(Figure 3.1). The Laramide-age structures are dominated by basement uplifts 

(Figure 3.1) thought to be formed by translation of crustal blocks along a sub-

horizontal regional detachment in the lower crust (20-30 km depth), and block 

rotation and uplift along curving fault ramps (Erslev, 1986, 1993). This “thick-

skinned” deformation generated broad basement uplifts that cover hundreds of 

square miles in area, with an average spacing of about 150 km (Schmidt et al, 1985). 

The uplifts are associated with large-scale thrust faults that separate the foreland 

into discrete intermontane basins and define the geological framework for this area 

(Figure 3.1). Smaller-scale faults and folds, typically also involving basement, are 

present along the flanks of these uplifts and at the edges of the intermontane basins. 

These subsidiary structures trend sub-parallel to the adjacent primary basement 

uplifts (Figure 3.1). The subsidiary faults often occur as out-of-the-basin thrusts, but 

also include some into-the-basin thrusts. (e.g. Brown, 1984, Stanton and Erslev, 

2003). 
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Figure 3.2 Schematic models for possible kinematic linkages between Surficial 

Laramide structures and the deeper crust (from Erslev, 2005). A. Basement uplifts 

are tilted, domino-style blocks, and the primary faults penetrate into the lithosphere 

mantle; B. Basal compressive stresses caused by shallow subduction of the Farallon 

and Kula plates, create contractional structures in the shallow crust; C. Ductile lower 

crust migrated from the Sevier thrust belt to beneath the Laramide structures, 

creating thrusts in the shallow crust; D. Decoupled upper crust with the upper 

mantle under regional contraction, localized contraction caused thrust faults in the 

upper crust; E. Buckled North American lithosphere created faults in the upper 

crust; F. Detached crustal block sliding along a regional weak zone, created thrusts 

in the shallow crust. 

The proximity, common trends, and similar ages of the large-scale uplifts and 

secondary structures suggest a causative or correlative relationship between the 

two (Erslev, 1993), although the geometric and mechanical connections between 

the two are not well established (i.e. Fanshawe, 1939; Gries 1983; Brown, 1987; 
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Erslev, 1986, 1993; Stanton, 2002). Many questions have been raised about the 

origins and controls on these various basement-involved features and their 

anastomosing distribution patterns. For example, (1) What are the geometries of the 

thrust faults that underlie the large uplifts, and how do they control the locations 

and orientations of the smaller-scale faults? (2) Are these different structures 

connected at depth, and if so how? (3) What is the relative timing and relationship 

of the smaller into-the-basin thrusts and out-of-the-basin thrusts?  This paper uses 

discrete element mechanical modeling to explore the questions posed by these 

natural examples.  

3.1.1.  Large-scale basement uplifts  

The Laramide basement uplifts began to emerge during the late Campanian 

time, accompanied by inward migration of magmatism into the central Rocky 

Mountain region (Tewto, 1974, DeCelles, 2004). The causes of the Laramide 

Orogeny have long been debated (e.g., English and Johnston, 2004), and the most 

common tectonic mechanism is the flattening of the subducted Farallon slab (Coney 

and Reynolds, 1977; Dickinson and Snyder, 1978; Bird, 1998), possibly resulting 

from the subduction of either an oceanic spreading ridge (Henderson, et al, 1984) or 

a buoyant oceanic plateau (Livaccari et al, 1981; Tarduno et al, 1985, Liu, et al., 

2010). A number of tomographic studies (e.g. Bunge and Grand, 2000; Burdick et al, 

2008; Obrebski et al, 2010; Roth et al, 2008; Schmandt and Humphreys, 2010; 

Sigloch, 2011; Tian et al, 2011) show consistent trends of fast seismic anomalies 

beneath the western US, supporting this geometry of the Farallon slab (Liu and 
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Stegman, 2011). The geometries of the large-scale thrusts underlying the basement 

uplifts are partially revealed by seismic studies. The Bighorn fault near Buffalo, WY 

dips between 20° and 30° to 6.4 km depth (Robbins and Grow, 1992; Stone, 1993).  

The COCORP Regional seismic profile across the southern Wind River Mountains 

suggests the Wind River thrust dips between 30° to 40° to a depth of at least 24 km 

(Smithson et al, 1979; Brewer et al, 1982). A variety of models have been proposed 

to explain the crustal geometries of the large-scale uplifts associated with the 

Laramide Orogeny (summarized by Erslev, 2005, Figure 3.2).  One favored model, 

referred to as “crustal buckling and detachment” (Lowell, 1983, Oldow et al., 1989, 

Erslev, 1993), encompasses a regional detachment surface in the lower crust that 

connects all of the primary basement thrusts. The primary uplifts are described as 

rotational fault-bend folds, developed in the crustal blocks as they move along listric 

primary faults (e.g., Erslev, 1986). This model relies on basement balancing 

techniques (Erslev, 1986), constrained by the migrated COCORP seismic reflection 

line over the Wind River thrust (Smithson et al, 1978). Recent Bighorn Arch Seismic 

Experiment (BASE) using active reflection/refraction data reveals an unfaulted, 

continuous Moho beneath both basins and uplifts, which is consistent with 

Precambrian trends, rather than Laramide trends.  These observations partially 

validate the interpretation that the upper lithosphere is decoupled from the lower 

part, indicating a mid-crustal detachment rooted in the hinterland of the Sevier 

Orogenic belt (Eric Erslev, personal communication, 2014).     
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3.1.2. Small-scale structures 

Possible relationships between the primary basement uplifts and smaller-

scale structures can be explored through examples from two settings: the Bighorn 

Basin, and the Wind River Basin. The Rio thrust is the most significant small-scale 

fault on the east flank of the In Bighorn Basin, the surface expression of the Rio 

Thrust extends about 56-64 km along strike, sub-parallel to the Bighorn Uplift. It 

separates the relatively undeformed Bighorn Basin on the west to the highly faulted 

basin periphery (i.e. Stone, 2004). In the Wind River basin, the two most significant 

secondary faults on the west flank of the basin are the Rolff Lake thrust with lateral 

extent of about 80 km, and the Maverick Springs thrust with lateral extent of 56 km. 

Both fault systems trend northwest to southeast, subparallel to the basement uplifts 

(i.e. Love and Christiansen, 1985).  

Fanshawe (1939) and Gries (1983) suggested that these smaller-scale faults 

are back-thrusts that branch off of the primary thrust faults. Brown (1984) noted 

that these structures serve to move material out of the basin during crustal folding. 

The kinematic basis for these smaller-scale structures is demonstrated by large-

scale block balancing approaches (Erslev, 1986, 1993). Analogue modeling by Erslev 

(1993) demonstrated that back thrusts could form in association with slip along a 

primary thrust; the geometry of the primary fault would then determine the 

occurrence and distributions of the back thrusts. Similarly, Stanton (2002) also 

suggested that the occurrence of back-thrusts was closely related to the curvature 

and displacements of the major thrusts.      
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Such kinematic and analogue studies can assess the geometric viability of 

these interpretations, but, they still need to be tested to see if they are mechanically 

viable. This paper presents DEM simulations designed to investigate the role of 

primary fault geometry on controlling the generation, distribution and timing of 

secondary faults. The effects of varying regional displacement on the resulting 

deformation styles are investigated. This implementation focuses on the 

deformation within the hanging wall, and neglects strain within the footwall. Any 

effects due to lithospheric flexure are also ignored. 
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Figure 3.3 Mechanical properties (peak strength) of DEM materials used in our 

simulations, derived from bi-axial calibration experiments (dots). The solid curve in 

the background is a schematic strength curve revised from Hyndman et al (2005, 

2009) and Burov (2011), representing the mechanical conditions for cold cratonic 

crustal rocks. 

3.2. The Discrete Element Method 

The discrete element method is a particle-based discontinuous numerical 

technique (Cundall and Strack, 1979). The DEM method can exhibit distinctive, 

emergent behaviors resulting in brittle faulting and distributed heterogeneity that 

well simulates complex natural systems, thus it is a powerful tool for exploring 

shallow crustal materials with frictional (Coulomb) behavior. The numerical system 
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consists of an assemblage of discrete particles that interact with each other 

according to Hertz contact theory (Johnson, 1985) and obey Newtonian dynamics.  

Table 3.1 Particle properties for DEM simulations  

 Shear 
Modulus 
(GPa) 

Particle 
radii (m) 

Poisson’s 
ratio 

Density 
(kg/m3) 

Friction 
Coefficient 

Sedimentary layer 2.9 200, 150 0.2 2700 0.30 

Upper Crust 2.9 200, 150 0.2 2700 0.30 

Lower Crust 10.0 200, 150 0.2 2900 0.30 

 

Table 3.2 Interparticle bond properties for DEM simulations  

 Stratigraphic 
Thickness  

(KM) 

Young’s 
Modulus 
(GPa) 

Shear 
Modulus 
(GPa) 

Tensile 
Strength 
(MPa) 

Cohesion 
(MPa) 

Sedimentary 
layer 

 2 10 3.3 60 120 

Upper Crust  15 30 10 200 400 

Lower Crust  15 30 10 500 1000 

 

The contacts between particles govern the bulk material behavior, and in our 

simulations, there are two sets of parameters that define the assemblage properties: 

particle properties and bond properties. The particle properties include particle 

size, shear modulus, Poisson’s ratio, density, and the friction coefficient. Particle 

properties take control when two particles in the assemblage are in close contact, 
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subjecting to repulsive forces in response to apparent overlap, and frictional 

resistance when displacement occurs. Bond properties affect the system when two 

particles initially in contact are separated in tension or shear, introducing attractive 

or shear forces that resist this motion. Bond properties include the bond Young’s 

Modulus, bond shear modulus, bond tensile strength, and bond cohesion. A more 

complete summery of the theory used in this paper is provided by Morgan and 

Boettcher (1999), Morgan and McGovern (2005), Dean et al (2013), Gray et al 

(2014), Yin et al (2009), and Zhang et al (2013). 

3.3.  Experimental Set Up 

Our simulation designs are based on the conceptual models proposed by 

Lowell (1983), Oldow et al. (1989) and Erslev (1993). These models contain a pre-

defined detachment fault in the lower crust, allowing the overriding block to slide 

and rotate and deform as necessary in response to an imposed displacement (Figure 

3.3).  The geometry is defined to produce the general shape of a rotational fault 

bend fold. The horizontal dimension of the model is 240 km.  This was made long to 

include the average 150 km spacing of large Laramide uplifts (Schmidt et al, 1985), 

plus regional average shortening of 13% (approximately 20 km, Brown, 1987), plus 

an additional 35 km on each side of the model to eliminate boundary effects on the 

areas of interest. The vertical dimension of the domain is 60 km, encompassing the 

original basement thickness and the sedimentary cover (Erslev, 1993, Stanton, 

2002), and free space above the crustal rocks. The model is bounded by two vertical 
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walls composed of particles (Figure 3.3). The left wall is fixed, whereas the right 

wall moves to the left above the basal decollement, simulating horizontal 

contraction during the Laramide Orogeny.  

 

Figure 3.4 Model design for simulations of Wyoming basement-involved structures. 

Initial dimensions are 240 km by 32 km. The primary fault is defined as an arc of a 

circle, and the dip of the fault is defined as the secant line over the upper 25 km of 

the basement. From top to the bottom, stratigraphy includes sedimentary cover 

(green) and two basement layers (dark grey and grey).   

The geometry of each model contains a pre-defined fault with a deep flat 

portion connected to an upward steepening ramp. The flat portion of this fault 

represents a regional detachment that is fixed at 30 km below the basement-

sediment interface in all models.  The basement-sediment interface has very low 

friction, so that it may act as an upper detachment if the mechanics warrant. The 

fault ramp is the arc of a circle and is, tangent to the lower flat at their intersection. 

The radius of this circle is set at 158 km, 118 km, 98 km, and 78 km, for the shallow, 

intermediate, steep, and very steep dip experiments, respectively. The quoted fault 

dips of 25°, 30°, 35°, and 40°, are defined by a straight line fit to the upper 25 km of 
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the fault ramp (Figure 3.3). These dips span the range of interpreted fault dips for 

the major the Wyoming basement uplifts (Smithson et al, 1979; Brewer, 1981; 

Robbins and Grow, 1992; Stone, 1993). The position of the lower flat-ramp 

intersection is fixed in all experiments. The basal boundary particles are 100 m in 

diameter to create relatively smooth basal detachment surfaces and fault ramps; the 

friction coefficient along the ramp and within the crust is 0.3, The lower detachment 

has zero friction. (Table 3.1).  

Experiments are initialized by building basal boundaries with particles 

(Figure 3.3). The hanging wall in each simulation is built by randomly generating 

particles above the pre-defined ramp and flats, and letting them settle under gravity. 

The packed particles are then sub-divided into an upper sedimentary layer (green, 2 

km thick), an upper granitic basement (dark grey and black, 15 km thick) and lower 

diabasic basement (dark grey and black, 15 km thick).  The two layer basement 

configuration is modeled after Hyndman et al (2005, 2009). The interparticle bond 

properties for the sedimentary cover and upper basement were based upon the 

properties used by Zhang et al (2013), who calibrated the bulk properties of the 

DEM through comparative studies with finite element models. The parameters for 

the lower crust have been modified from those of Zhang et al. (2013) through an 

iterative process to better match the crustal-strength curves of Hyndman et al 

(2005, 2009) and Burov (2011), as shown in Figure 3.4.  
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Figure 3.5 Seven stages (A through G) showing the evolution of simulation WK02H, 

which has a primary fault dip of  25°. Left panel of each pair is particle configuration; 

right panel is the 2nd strain invariant of the deviatoric strain tensor. For the latter, red 

indicates movement into the basin (labeled B for back-thrust), and blue indicates 

movement out of the basin (labeled T for fore-thrust).    
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Figure 3.6 Seven stages (A through G) showing the evolution of simulation WK03H, 

which has a primary fault dip of  30°. Panels, colors, and labels as in Figure 3.5.  
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Figure 3.7 Seven stages (A through G) showing the evolution of simulation WK04H, 

which has a primary fault dip of  35°. Panels, colors, and labels as in Figure 3.5. 
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Figure 3.8 Seven stages (A through G) showing the evolution of simulation WK05H, 

which has a primary fault dip of  40°. Panels, colors, and labels as in Figure 3.5. 
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3.4. Results 

Four simulations were carried out, using the four different basal fault dips: 

25° (WK02H, Figure 3.5), 30° (WK03H, Figure 3.6), 35° (WK04H, Figure 3.7), 40° 

(WK05H, Figure 3.8). In all simulations, the hanging wall is displaced along the pre-

defined primary fault up to 50 km horizontal distance, which is higher than the 

minimum shortening distance calculated by Brown (1993). Snapshots of the 

deformation are shown for each simulation in horizontal displacements of 0 m (step 

000, panel A), 20414 m (step 080, panel B), 28265 m (step 110, panel C), 36117 m 

(step 140, panel D), 40828 m (step 160, panel E), 46062 m (step 180, panel F), 

51296 m (step 180, panel G), providing a view of the structural evolution with fault 

displacement. 

3.4.1. Shallow fault dip, 25° (Simulation WK02H) 

In the earliest stage of shortening (Figure 3.5B), small offset secondary 

conjugate faults develop at the top of the sediment, penetrating downward into the 

shallow basement. All of these faults (T1, T2, T3, B4, B5, B6) are located near the 

back-wall at this stage.  The faults are numbered in sequence, with a prefix T for 

fore-thrusts or out-of-the-basin thrusts, and a prefix B for back-thrusts or into-the-

basin thrusts. Shortening at this stage is concentrated along the right-hand-side of 

the domain, whereas the rest of the crustal block remains relatively undeformed. 

Further shortening generates more conjugate faults (Figure 3.5C, faults B7, T8, B9) 

within the previously faulted area. These newer faults intersect previously existing 
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shallow thrusts (i.e. T2) but also form independently. In addition, a new fault (T10) 

forms immediately above the ramp take-off point. The basement wedge is uplifted 

slightly along the curved ramp to the left of the newly formed fault (T10).      

Continued shortening (Figure 3.5D, 3.5E) creates more thrust faults (T11, 

T12) above the ramp take-off point, concentrated in the less deformed area between 

T10 and B6. The previously formed faults B5 and B6 also propagate further into the 

basement. The hanging wall above the primary fault is further uplifted and tilted. 

There is no significant change in the fault system in the following stage (Figure 

3.5D), except that some of the younger faults (faults T10, T12) propagate deeper 

into the basement, whereas the older faults are inactive. The basement wedge 

moves as a coherent block along the primary fault without significant faulting, 

except for gravitationally driven normal faults that cut the uplifted wedge tip. The 

ongoing shortening (Figure 3.5F, 3.5G) eventually uplifts the basement wedge to 

form a substantial range. Meanwhile, a new fault (B13) is formed above the fault 

ramp take-off point, whereas the older faults (T10, T12, B6) around this location 

propagate downward significantly.        

3.4.2. Medium fault dip, 30° (Simulation WK03H) 

The secondary conjugate faults in the 30°fault dip simulation (WK03H Figure 

3.6B, faults B1-B6, T5) form slightly earlier in time when compared to the 25°fault 

dip simulation (WK02H, Figure 3.5). At a given horizontal displacement, faults are 

also located closer to the middle of the crustal block (B6). Similar to the previous 
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simulation, the crustal block above the primary fault generally remains flat and 

undeformed. In the following stage (Figure 3.6C), more conjugate faults (B7, T8) 

form near the surface. Unlike the shallow fault simulation, these faults are located 

either in the middle portion of the crustal block, around the ramp take-off point, or 

within the triangular crustal wedge above the primary fault (e.g., fault B9). As 

expected for the steeper fault, the hanging wall in this simulation experiences 

slightly greater rotation, producing an uplift that is tilted back towards the basin.   

Further shortening (Figure 3.6D) causes deepening of the thrusts (faults B6, 

B7) near the ramp take-off point, and creates more faults in this region (fault T11) 

or near the back-wall (faults B10, T12). Regional contraction pushes the 

hangingwall wedge along the curved ramp, causing rotation around the ramp take-

off point, resulting in observable basement tilting and fracturing of the hanging wall. 

Continued shortening (Figure 3.6E) creates large displacements along existing faults 

(i.e., B7, B2, B4). Unlike the 25°fault dip simulation (WK02H), displacements are not 

evenly distributed among the faults, but instead are accommodated primarily along 

one single fault (B7) located immediately above the ramp take-off point. Toward the 

end of deformation (Figure 3.6F, 3.6G), horizontal shortening causes re-activation of 

existing thrusts (T8, B2), and several new thrusts form above the ramp take-off 

point (faults B7, T11, B2, T8). 
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3.4.3. High fault dip, 35° (Simulation WK04H) 

Early shortening in this simulation (Figure 3.7B, 3.7C) creates shallow 

conjugate faults (T1-T5, B2-B6) in the middle portion of the crustal block, close to 

the basement wedge. Subsequent shortening (Figure 3.7C) creates more faults 

above the ramp take-off area (B9, T10), and close to the back-wall (T7, B8). Unlike 

simulations with lower dips of the primary faults (WK02H and WK03H), the shallow 

thrusts are clustered into several fault groups. For example, faults B9, T10, T5, B6 

are located very close to each other (group 1), sitting right above the ramp take-off 

point; faults T4, B3; the minor faults near B3 form another group (group 2), and 

faults T7, B8 define the third group (group 3). To the left of group 1, the basement is 

slightly tilted, whereas to the right of the group, the basement remains flat and 

undeformed.  

With continued shortening (Figure 3.7D), the fault groups grow wider as new 

faults form. For group 1, fault B11 forms adjacent to fault B6, and fault T12 forms on 

the backlimb of the uplifted basement wedge; for group 2, fault B14 forms parallel 

to B3; for group 3, fault B13 is generated next to fault B8. In the next stage (Figure 

3.7E), the fault groups accommodate most of the crustal deformation with 

increasing displacement along existing faults, especially along the ones that are near 

the edges of the fault groups. The ongoing regional shortening (Figure 3.7E) pushes 

the crustal block up along the curved fault ramp, causing significant back-limb 

rotation and basement tilting in the wedge area. During this process, faults within 

the wedge (i.e. B9, B11) are rotated along with the basement, changing the fault dips 
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to higher angles (i.e. B9) or lower angles (i.e. T12). Close to the end of deformation 

(Figure 3.7F, 3.7G), fault B11 becomes the longest fault, extending into the basement 

wedge and breaking up the integrity of the crustal block. Shortly after (Figure 3.7G), 

fault B11 is translated away from the ramp take-off point, a new fault (T15) forms 

within the second fault group, becoming the largest basement fault. 

3.4.4. Highest fault dip, 40° (Simulation WK05H) 

The highest primary fault dip simulation WK05H (Figure 3.8A, 3.8B) tends to 

transfer regional contraction to the basement wedge very quickly after shortening 

begins, creating a lot of conjugate faults (T1-T4, B5-B6) in the crustal block. 

Continued shortening (Figure 3.8C) forms more conjugate faults in the middle 

section (i.e. faults B7, T8, B10), or within the basement range above the primary 

fault (faults B9, B11). Compared to the high fault dip simulation (WK04H, Figure 

3.7B, 3.7C), more conjugate faults form early during deformation, widely distributed 

across the entire region. Again, the basement block is uplifted along the primary 

fault, forming a mild uplift tilted towards the basin.  

Similar to simulation WK04H, during subsequent shortening (Figure 3.8D), 

the existing faults link up and new thrusts form, producing clustered fault groups. 

Close to the uplifted area, faults T3, B11, T12, B7, T8 and T12 define the first group, 

located right above the ramp take-off point. Fault T12 is a newly formed fault that 

bounds group 1, cross-cutting fault B11 and extending into the basement. Continued 

shortening (Figure 3.8E) causes the rest of the faults to cluster in the basinal area. 
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For example, faults T1 and B10 form the second fault group, including several newly 

formed small thrusts; faults T4 and B6 form the third fault group. The second and 

third fault groups initiate at very early stages of deformation, but with very shallow 

fault depths. The basement block above the primary fault rotates significantly, 

creating a large uplift tilted towards the basin. Towards the end of deformation 

(Figure 3.7F, 3.7G), faults in group 1 tend to grow both in depth and in width. For 

example, fault T12 extends further into the basement and rotates along with the 

basement wedge to a higher angle. A conjugate fault (B7) is more active in the later 

stage (Figure 3.7G), and rotates to lower dip, cross cutting fault T12. Several minor 

faults form in the vicinity of faults T12 and B7, widening the existing zone of 

faulting. 

3.4.5. Summary 

The distributions and displacements of secondary faults in time and space 

are summarized in Figure 3.9. In all of our simulations, the secondary faults are 

generally formed between the back-wall area and the tilted basement wedge above 

the primary fault. With steeper primary faults, the regional shortening creates 

secondary faults closer to the wedge area, further from the back-wall in earlier 

stages. Fault displacement and depth reach a maximum above the ramp take-off 

point, and decrease towards the basin. The trend is obvious in simulations with 

higher primary fault dips (i.e., 30°, 35°, 40°), but is subtle in the simulation with the 

25° primary fault dip.   
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In the 25° simulation (WK02H), several secondary faults form in the early 

stages, most of them cross cut each other to form conjugate fault sets. There is no 

observable preference in dip direction. The faults all end in the shallow basement (7 

km depth on average), and displacements along them are evenly distributed (Figure 

3.9A). In simulation WK03H (30°), there are more early formed secondary faults 

compared to WK02H, and the average spacing is smaller (about 5000 m). There is 

no preference in dip direction during early deformation, but into-the-basin thrusts 

(B7, B2) dominate in the later stages. Displacements along them are more than 1500 

m (Figure 3.9B). 

In simulation WK04H (35°), fewer faults form early, and those that do form 

cluster into groups. Spacing between the groups is about 30 km, but decreases as 

each fault group grows in width and depth. The depth of most secondary faults is 

limited to 7 km, except for two large faults above the ramp take-off area, which 

penetrate to 12 km depth, with displacements of more than 2000 m (Figure 3.9C). In 

simulation WK05H (40°), quite a few small faults form in the early stage of 

deformation, with average spacing of 20 km. The small faults cross cut each other, 

clustering into groups, with average group spacing of 10 km. Most of the secondary 

faults are limited to 7 km depth in the early stages, and propagate into the basement 

to about 13 km depth with further deformation. Displacement along those faults is 

generally higher than previous simulations due to the limited numbers of secondary 

faults (Figure 3.9D), ranging from 1 km in the basin, to 2 km above the fault ramp. 
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Figure 3.9 Plot of distributions and displacements of all secondary faults in the four 

simulations: (A) WK02H, 25°, (B) WK03H, 30°, (C) WK04H, 35°, (D) WK05H, 40°. 

The x-axis denotes the horizontal position of faults. Panel sequence corresponds to 

the seven snapshots in the previous figures (Figures 3.5-3.8). The vertical length of 

each bar corresponds to fault offset, and colors of each bar represents out-of-the-

basin-thrust (blue) and into-the-basin-thrust (red).  
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3.5. Discussion 

All of our DEM simulations produce large uplifts that tilt toward the basin, 

consistent with the geometries of the primary basement uplifts of the Laramide 

province (i.e. Tewto, 1974). In addition, a range of secondary thrusts are produced 

during deformation, with similar characteristics as natural examples in Wyoming. 

However, there are distinct differences in the distribution, arrangement, and depth 

of penetration of these faults, correlated with primary fault curvature and 

displacement.   

3.5.1. The progression of secondary faulting and effects of primary fault 

geometries 

The early stages of deformation in all of our simulations are governed by 

contraction during translation of the hanging wall block above the deep detachment. 

The initial shallow faults are distributed across the shortening crustal block, and not 

localized. When the hanging wall block overcomes sliding friction along the ramp, 

and begins to move up the listric fault, the nature and distribution of the secondary 

faults begins to change, and new faults form immediately above the ramp take off 

point, i.e., in the zone of local contraction noted by Erslev (1986). As the rotated 

basement wedge generally maintains its integrity, the ramp take-off point defines 

the maximum incremental bending within the upper crust. Consequently, the 

numbers of the secondary faults and the displacement magnitudes along them are 

the largest in this area. The steeper the ramp angle, the more bending that occurs, 
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and the earlier these localized faults form and the more such faults develop.  For the 

primary fault with the lowest slope (simulation WK02H), the basement block only 

rotates and bends slightly. The minor additional contraction during bending does 

not cause observable differences compared to other locations. In contrast, the high 

bending-induced contraction above the steeper dipping primary faults (simulations 

WK04H and WK05H) result in distinctive, large offset secondary faults directly 

above the ramp take-off point.  

This rotation-induced contraction in our simulations demonstrates a 

causative relationship between primary and secondary structures.  The slope of and 

displacement along the primary faults can influence the distribution and throw of 

the secondary faults, especially around the ramp take-off area. Kinematic models 

with similar geometrical configurations (Stanton, 2002) produced comparable 

results, except the geometrical models constrained the deformation of the crustal 

block to the ramp take-off area for simplicity, whereas in our simulations, 

deformation is distributed across the entire crustal block. This causative 

relationship differs from the thrust and back-thrust concept (Fanshawe, 1939, Gries, 

1983), in which the primary and secondary faults are physically connected fault 

pairs. Our simulations show that none of the secondary faults directly intersect the 

primary fault. Instead, the secondary faults result primarily from crustal 

contraction, which causes shallow brittle failure. Although some of the secondary 

faults above the ramp take-off point propagate downwards toward the primary 

fault, they all stop before they intersect.  
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The crustal bending mechanism invoked to explain our results is similar to 

the analytical model for beam bending (Brown, 1993), in that the upper concave 

portion of the beam is in contraction, leading to creation of shallow conjugate thrust 

faults. Unlike Brown’s (1993) beam model, our simulations don’t show significant 

extension in the lower convex portion of the crust. This is probably because 

horizontal shortening is the major driver of deformation, rather than plate bending, 

and furthermore, the frictional primary fault ramp enhances local contraction 

within the crust. In addition, the high confining stresses maintain compression at 

depth. 

No secondary structures are observed to initiate from the deep detachment, 

or to branch off of the primary faults. In part, this may be because of the low basal 

friction force along the deep detachment, which facilitates crustal block movement 

along the detachment without significant internal deformation. High confining 

pressures may also prevent fault propagation from the shallow crust to the deep 

crust and prevent fault initiation in the lower crust. The specific lithosphere 

strength conditions imposed here, combined with horizontal regional shortening, 

creates the unique basement-involved secondary structures with mixed 

characteristics of both a bending beam and back-thrusts.    

3.5.2. Stress fields and influence on thrust sequence and orientation 

The distribution of secondary thrust faults will be related to the evolving 

state of stress in the deforming crustal block, which can be examined by plotting 
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representative stress fields for one simulation.  Figure 3.10 shows the maximum 

compressive stress (σ 1) field for three snapshots of simulation WK05H, revealing 

some interesting trends. 

First, during the early stages of deformation and modest back wall 

displacement (Figure 3.10a and b), σ1 shows a trend toward subhorizontal 

orientations above and slightly to the right of the curved frictional ramp, but 

remains largely subvertical throughout the rest of the crustal block above the 

frictionless basal detachment. This stress configuration corresponds to the 

formation of distributed small-offset secondary faults across the basinal region of 

the block (Figure 3.8b), where only the shallowest strata have experienced 

horizontal compression in excess of their mechanical strength.  

As shortening continues (Figure 3.10c), the zone of subhorizontal σ1 expands 

to the right, primarily at mid-depth within the crust. The high subvertical σ1 

orientations persist deeper within the stronger portion of the crust.  This 

corresponds with slight extensions of pre-existing faults and increases in offsets, but 

no major changes in secondary fault distribution (Figure 3.8c).  Greater shortening 

causes visible uplift of the fold (Figure 3.10d), and σ1 orientations become more 

disrupted above the fault ramp, possibly precluding new faulting in that area.  

However, a broad region of subhorizontal σ1 spans the mid-depth portion of the 

crust just to the right of the take-off point of the primary fault ramp, exactly where 

the next deep-penetration fault will form (e.g., Figure 3.8d).  Thus, this localized 

region of high sub-horizontal σ1 clearly influences the formation of this larger 
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secondary fault.

 

Figure 3.10 Schematic orientations of the maximum compressive stress (σ1) in high 

fault dip simulations (WK05H). In the basinal area, σ1 is sub-horizontal, whereas 

above the ramp take-off point, σ1 is slightly tilted toward the basin. Representative 

fault orientations are shown for each region.  
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The stress patterns that we observe demonstrate that several factors play a 

role in fault formation in this simulation.  (1) Secondary faulting can occur even 

under relatively low σ1 conditions at shallow depths.  These faults are unlikely to 

ever extend to great depth due to persistent subvertical σ1 conditions above the 

frictionless detachment.  (2) Frictional coupling of the deforming block above the 

fault ramp plays a big role in defining the stress state near the ramp take off point.  

This ultimately guides the formation of deep-penetration faults.  (3) The depth to 

which secondary faults penetrate the model is limited by persistent high subvertical 

σ1 states within the lower crust, as suggested above.  

The occurrence of both into-the-basin and out-of-the-basin thrusts is 

consistent with a sub-horizontal σ1 at shallow depths. In our simulations, the 

secondary thrusts usually form as conjugate faults that often appear simultaneously, 

or in close succession. This result suggests that the initiation of these thrusts is not 

simply due to slab rotation as suggested by Erslev (1986) and Stanton (2002), but 

instead due to horizontal compression across the crustal block. The secondary faults 

serve to release shallow horizontal compressional stresses in the early stages of 

deformation, and both into-the-basin and out-of-the-basin thrusts are equally 

important.  

Later stage crustal uplift and rotation complicates the area near the ramp 

take-off points.   Secondary faults formed early during deformation when horizontal 

compression dominates, may be reactivated when they are carried near to the ramp 

take-off point. Alternatively, secondary faults can also be newly formed in this 
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location, due to the high sub-horizontal σ1 values associated with the frictional fault 

ramp. The uplifted basement wedge adds extra topographically induced stresses to 

the deeper basement above the rams, creating inclined σ1 vectors that dip towards 

the basin around the ramp take-off area (Figure 3.10). Under these stress condition, 

new faults created in this specific location tend to be out-of-the-basin, e.g. T15 in 

simulation WK04H, and T12 in simulation WK05H. Deformation could also be 

accommodated by sliding along pre-existing faults in this area, especially when the 

existing fault planes are at low angles to the maximum compressive stress, i.e. B11 

in simulation WK04H, and B7 in simulation WK05H.  

3.5.3. Comparison with natural examples 

By necessity, our numerical simulations are approximations of the natural 

system, but they provide important insights into the formation and distribution of 

smaller-scale faults adjacent to the larger Wyoming uplifts.  In particular, we 

compare our results with the Wind River and Bighorn uplifts, which define well-

studied natural analogues. This comparison begins with the primary faults and 

structures, including the back-limb dips of the uplifted basement wedges. In this 

way, we can pick the most appropriate simulation (primary fault dip) and snapshots 

(primary fault offset) to match the natural examples in big scale. Then we compare 

the distributions of secondary faults, in terms of their offsets and regional 

distributions.    
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As noted above, the Wind River thrust is interpreted to dip between 30°-40° 

(Smithson et al, 1978, Brewer, 1982). This geometry is comparable to the primary 

fault configurations in simulations WK03H (30°), WK04H (35°) and WK05H (40°). 

Seismic and stratigraphic analyses suggest horizontal separation along the Wind 

River thrust between 16 to 20 km, and vertical separation between 10 and 12 km 

(Stone, 1993, Willis and Groshong, 1993). In our simulations, similar horizontal and 

vertical offsets are reached between stages E and F in simulation WK04H (Figure 

3.7E-F) and WK05H (Figure 3.8E). Simulations with lower primary fault dip, i.e. 

WK03H (Figure 3.6) provide a poor match of the offset. Structure contour analysis 

for the Wind River uplift (Keefer, 1970) suggests backlimb dips between 10° and 

15°.  Dip measurements along the top of basement in the preferred simulations are 

11° (WK04H, Figure 3.7E) and 14° (WK05H, Figure 3.8E), which are consistent with 

these geometries. Thus, these two examples appear to define two bounding 

analogues for the Wind River system.    

The secondary structures on the Wind River backlimb are mostly out-of-the-

basin thrusts, and the maximum throws along the secondary structures range 

between 1200 m and 1700 m according to regional structural studies (Keefer, 

1970). Few faults are created in simulation WK04H (i.e. faults B11, T10, T4, B14), 

yielding an average throw of 1 km.  Several faults are generated in simulation 

WK05H (i.e. faults T3, T12, B7), and one of the out-of-the-basin thrusts (T12) 

dominates with a throw of about 2 km. As discussed in Section 6.2, the secondary 

structures are either re-activated early stage faults, or appear to have formed during 
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the later stage. The secondary faults above the ramp take-off point occur as fault 

pairs with low average throw (i.e. simulation WK04H, B11, T10, T4, B14), or are out-

of-the-basin thrusts (i.e. simulation WK05H, T12, B7) with high throw values. These 

simulations suggest that the secondary faults on the Wind River backlimb can be 

either of the two cases. Our results predict that the large secondary faults in the 

Wind River Basin area are located immediately above the ramp take-off point, and 

that they extend down to a depth of 17 km, but are unlikely to intersect the primary 

fault.  

As a second example, the Bighorn thrust dips between 20° and 30° to 6.4 km 

of depth (Robbins and Grow, 1992, Stone, 1993), similar to our simulations WK02H 

(32° for the upper 7 km, 25° overall) and WK03H (39° for the upper 7 km, 30° 

overall). In this comparison, we focus on the general geometry of the primary fault 

ramps, assuming that the Bighorn thrust has an overall fault dip between 20° and 

30° down to 30 km depth below the sediment-basement contact. Although we did 

carry out simulations with lower primary fault dips, including 20° (measured from 

the upper 25 km of the basement) these are not presented here, as the locations and 

offsets of resulting secondary faults do not match the natural examples. Therefore, 

we take simulation WK02H (25° overall) as the best analogue for the lower dip of 

the Bighorn thrust. 

Horizontal separation along the primary fault ranges from 4.6 to 11 km, and 

vertical separation is between 2.1 and 4.26 km (Robbins and Grow, 1992, Furner, 

1990, Stone, 1993). This displacement is equivalent to stage D in simulations 
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WK02H (Figure 3.5D) and WK03H (Figure 3.6D). The backlimbs in our simulations 

dip 4° (WK02H) and 7° (WK03H), which is similar to the 4° dips measured on the 

top Permian-Pennsylvanian (Wyoming Geological Association, 1989).  The 

maximum throw of the secondary faults in the Bighorn basin is about 300 to 1160 m 

(Stanton, 2002). Most of our simulated secondary faults are conjugate faults with 

throws under 1000 m, which is consistent with observations within the Bighorn 

Basin. These simulations with shallowly dipping primary faults show that most 

secondary thrusts only penetrate to 5 km depth, although faults above the ramp 

take-off point can reach depths up to 8 km.  

All of the secondary faults in our simulations initiate near the top of the 

sedimentary cover, probably because that is where the ratio of compressional stress 

to confining pressure is highest. These faults propagate downward, and initially stop 

around the sediment-basement contact surface. Some of the secondary faults 

eventually propagate further into the basement, depending on the dip and 

displacement of the primary fault. For most regions away from the ramp take-off 

point, regional compression is limited, and the basement faults end around 7 km 

depth. However, near the ramp take-off point, where the crustal block has been 

subjected to greater horizontal compression during rotation, larger faults can occur 

(i.e. faults T15 in simulation WK04H and T12 in simulation WK05H). No secondary 

thrusts penetrate deeper than 20 km, or ever intersect the primary basement faults, 

and therefore do not confirm the back-thrust hypothesis of Erslev (1993). We 

speculate that this is due to the high confining pressure in the lower basement and 
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higher crustal strengths, such that the regional compression is not high enough to 

enable thrust faulting.  This stress state limits the secondary structures to shallower 

depths. 

3.5.4. Model Limitations 

The design of our numerical simulations introduces some limitations to the 

resulting distributions and characteristics of the simulated secondary faults, which 

we evaluate here.  

As noted above, no secondary thrusts penetrate deeper than 20 km, or ever 

intersect the primary basement faults. Note also that we assigned different 

parameters for the particles in the upper and lower basement in our simulations in 

order to match the published strength curves. The maximum model depths for the 

secondary faults of 20 km appear to coincide with this assigned strength contrast in 

the crust. These simulations suggest the testable hypothesis that if similar strength 

contrasts exist in the Wyoming crust, they may also impact the depth of penetration 

of these secondary faults. 

Highly systematic patterns in the distributions of simulated secondary faults 

with changing primary fault dip are not observed.  Broad trends and characteristics, 

however, can be documented. We attribute this to the heterogeneous nature of DEM 

assemblages, in which local particle interactions determine stress concentrations 

that drive fault initiation.  The fault ramps are simple circular arcs, and the crust is 

only three internally homogeneous sections (sediment, upper basement, lower 
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basement). Local variations in model elements, including primary fault roughness, 

stratigraphic layering, and particle packing, may change the distribution of the 

secondary faults. Thus, we focus on large-scale features that can be reasonably 

compared to natural systems.  

Finally, initial sediment thickness is constant in our simulations.  In reality, 

the Laramide structures developed with significant syn-tectonic erosion and 

sedimentation (i.e. DeCelles, 2004). Thus, our results predict the presence of 

numerous secondary faults in the basinal areas, these are not commonly observed in 

the field (i.e. Taylor, 1998; Keefer, 1970). It is possible that loading of basin 

sediments may have been prevented the formation of such faults. Conversely, such 

faults may exist but are buried by these sediments. These factors are examined in an 

accompanying study (see Zhang et al, 2014b).  

3.6. Conclusions 

Our simulations of thick-skinned tectonic deformation associated with 

crustal translation and rotation above curved primary faults provide important 

constraints on the potential distribution, origin and interpretation of natural 

basement-involved structures like those found in Wyoming and elsewhere.        

Early-formed secondary faults develop due to regional compression 

associated with sub-horizontal maximum compressive stresses (σ1).  Both into-the-

basin and out-of-the-basin thrusts appear to be equally possible. Bending associated 
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with rotation of the hangingwall along curved fault ramps causes reactivation of 

early-formed faults and generation of new faults.  This bending increases local 

compressive stress in the hangingwall.  The principle compressive stress, σ1,  is 

tilted towards the basinal area in these uplifted hanging-walls, favoring the new 

formation of large out-of-the-basin thrusts above the ramp take-off points.  

The slopes and displacements of primary faults influence the distribution 

and throw along the secondary faults.  The number and the displacement of the 

faults are evenly distributed across the basin in the early stages of simulations with 

shallowly dipping primary faults. Most of the secondary faults extend to about 7 km 

depth, with displacements of 1000 m. For steeper primary faults with significant 

regional shortening, conjugate faults form early during deformation, clustering into 

groups during subsequent deformation. The fault ramp take-off point is a critical 

location that defines the maximum regional bending, creating secondary structures 

with large displacements (up to 2000 m) and deeper penetration (up to 13 km).  

Most of the secondary faults in our simulations initiate at the surface of the 

assemblage and propagate downwards. Possibly because the horizontal 

compressive stress is not high enough to overcome the confining pressure at depth, 

secondary structures usually terminate around 7 km depth. The largest secondary 

thrusts are controlled by crustal rotation, which relates to the primary fault slope 

and displacement. These secondary faults can reach up to 17 km at depth. The 

simulated secondary thrusts never physically connect to the primary basement 

faults.  
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Our simulations suggest the following general conclusions about the 

geometry and displacement of secondary features in regions of basement-involved 

contractional structures like Wyoming. Secondary faults with large displacements 

and vergence into the basin should be located immediately above the ramp take-off 

area. This observation is consistent with the natural examples, e.g. the Rio thrust in 

the Bighorn Basin, the Rolff Lake thrust and the Maverick Springs thrust in the Wind 

River Basin. The preferred out-of-the-basin pattern for secondary thrusts in the 

Wind River Basin may be caused by the high angle Wind River thrust and the large 

displacement along it. These faults could be reactivated early-formed conjugate 

faults, or newer structures that formed later during the Laramide Orogeny. Based on 

our simulations, large out-of-the-basin thrusts could reach to 15 km depth, but are 

not expected to intersect the primary fault, due to the decreasing ratio between 

crustal strength and vertical confining pressure. The conjugate fault pattern in the 

Bighorn Basin is caused by the low angle Bighorn thrust and the small amount of 

displacement. The secondary structures in the basinal area are as shallow as 5 km, 

whereas the largest fault around the ramp take-off area may penetrate to 8 km 

depth. In both cases, the largest secondary faults never physically connect to the 

primary faults.  
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Chapter 4 

Discrete element simulations of 

secondary basement involved thrusts 

in Wyoming:  

Influence of sediment thickness, 

mechanical stratigraphy, and syn-

tectonic sedimentation* 

* Zhang, J., Morgan, J. K.. (2014b) Discrete element simulations of secondary 

basement involved thrusts in Wyoming: Influence of sediment thickness, mechanical 

stratigraphy, and syn-tectonic sedimentation. Submitted to Tectonophysics. 
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Laramide-age basement-involved deformation in Wyoming involved 

significant surficial sediments, which may have influenced the structural response. 

Discrete Element Method (DEM) simulations have been carried out to test the 

effects of sedimentary thickness, sedimentary mechanical stratigraphy, and syn-

tectonic sedimentation on basin-scale deformation. These results show that during 

the early stages of deformation, thicker pre-tectonic sediments result in more 

closely spaced secondary faults in the upper crust, generally terminating near the 

sediment basement boundary. Late stage deformation is accommodated by deeper 

thrust faults that form near the ramp take-off points. The presence of interbedded 

weak layers creates internal detachment surfaces that decouple surficial 

deformation from the deeper basement, allowing for numerous small faults 

restricted to the sediment cover during early regional shortening. Subsequent 

deformation extends these existing faults further into the basement. Syn-tectonic 

sedimentation imposes extra confining pressures in the basinal area, preventing 

new faults from forming in the basin center, and de-activating pre-existing faults. 

Instead, deformation is largely accommodated by faults above the ramp take-off 

location, at the edge of the syn-tectonic deposits.  

4.1. Introduction  

The Wyoming province is characterized by prominent basement uplifts 

separating broad intermontane basins (Figure 4.1, Zhang et al, 2014a). These 

structures formed during the Laramide Orogeny in response to regional crustal 
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contraction accommodated by translation of crustal blocks along a sub-horizontal 

detachment in the lower crust and block uplift along listric primary faults (Lowell, 

1983, Oldow et al., 1989, Erslev, 1993). Smaller, laterally continuous basement-

involved faults and folds occur along the flanks of the basement uplifts and at the 

edges of the intermontane basins. The generation of these faults is attributed to 

basement block bending causing local contraction and faulting (Erslev, 1986; 

Stanton, 2002), an interpretation confirmed through numerical modeling (Zhang et 

al, 2014a). There is, however, a notable lack of small-scale structures within the 

basins (Figure 4.1, Zhang et al, 2014a). This observation conflicts with the 

predictions of numerical simulations, which show early-stage contractional 

deformation producing a more uniform distribution of shallow faults across the 

domain, spanning both basins and primary uplifts (Figures 4.5A-4.5C to Figure 4.8A-

4.8C, Zhang et al, 2014a). With continued shortening and increasing offset along the 

primary faults, however, modeled deformation becomes progressively more 

localized into regions located close the fault ramp take-off points (Figures 4.5D-4.5G 

to Figure 4.8D-4.8G, Zhang et al, 2014a).  

There are several possible sources of discrepancies between observations 

and predictions of the distribution of shallow crustal deformation. One possibility is 

differences in the degree of horizontal contraction during the earliest phases of 

Laramide deformation, which could have several causes. Higher frictional resistance 

along the primary fault ramps in the numerical simulations relative to the natural 

systems may have favored more distributed shortening across the domain. If the 
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deep-crustal faults were extremely weak in nature, crustal bending above the ramp 

take-off point may have been the primary source of fault initiating compressional 

stresses, localizing faulting into this region. A strong upper crust may also have 

resisted faulting more than observed in the simulations. 

Alternatively, near surface characteristics may have influenced the observed 

distributions of smaller-scale structures in Laramide systems. For example, regional 

or local variations in sediment thickness may have influenced the abundance and 

spacing of shallow faults; mechanical stratigraphy within the sediment cover may 

have complicated the manifestation of shallow faults; syn- or post-tectonic 

sedimentation could have masked the presence of pre-existing faults, and shift 

deformation to lower stress regions of the system.   

The influences of sedimentary processes and properties on deformation have 

been relatively well studied in thin-skinned fold and thrust belts, in both natural and 

modeled examples (i.e. Marshak and Wilkerson, 1992; Storti and McClay, 1995; 

Dean et al, 2013).  However, it generally has been assumed that the comparatively 

thin sedimentary cover entrained within thick-skinned, basement-involved 

Laramide deformation had relatively little influence on the distributions of shallow 

structures (i.e. Stearns, 1971). Here we test that assumption through numerical 

simulations, and demonstrate that sedimentary factors can play a significant role in 

the structures that we see at the surface, possibly accounting for the disparity in 

modeled versus observed distributions of faults in basement-involved deformation.  
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Figure 4.1 Representative cross-section for a typical small-scale basement-involved 

fold in the Wyoming foreland. Notice that multiple weak layers define internal 

detachment surfaces, causing flexural slip or deviations of fault trajectories. See, for 

example, the bedding-parallel fault with the Cody shale (labeled as Kc). (Brown, 

1993)   

4.2. Geologic Setting 

The consensus tectonic setting for Laramide-age basement-involved 

deformation assumes a regional lower crustal detachment surface beneath the 

Wyoming foreland, from which multiple basement thrust ramps take-off, defining 
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primary basement uplifts, including the Wind River and Bighorn uplifts (e.g., Erslev, 

1993). The primary uplifts are interpreted to be rotational fault-bend folds, 

developed in the crust as it moves along deep, listric, primary faults (Lowell, 1983, 

Oldow et al., 1989, Erslev, 1993). Based on this model, deformation during the 

Laramide Orogeny consists of two components: horizontal translation of the crustal 

slab along the deep-seated detachment surface, and crustal rotation along the 

curved primary fault ramp (Erslev, 1986, Stanton, 2002). As demonstrated in Zhang 

et al (2014a), both of these modes can contribute to the generation of shallow 

smaller-scale faults during deformation.  
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Figure 4.2 Model design for simulations of Wyoming basement-involved structures. 

Initial dimensions are 240 km by 32 km. The primary fault is defined as an arc of a 

circle, and the dip of the fault is defined as the secant line over the upper 25 km of 

the basement. The basement configuration is the same for all four models; the 

primary basement fault defines an arc of a circle, yielding a fault dip of 40°. From top 

to the bottom, stratigraphy includes sedimentary cover (green), two basement 

layers (dark grey and grey).  

Across the Wyoming foreland, a thin cover of sediments overlies the 

dominant basement rocks. These sediments, deposited from the Cambrian to 

Eocene, are all involved in the Laramide Orogeny, and can be sub-divided into three 

sections according to field observations (Figure 4.1, Fanshawe, 1939, Brown, 1993). 

The Paleozoic section was deposited in a stable craton environment. The base is 

Cambrian sandstone (marine shale in some part), followed by carbonates from 

Ordovician, Devonian, Mississippian, and Permian (east Wyoming) age, and finally 

Pennsylvanian red shale and sandstone. The carbonate member is the dominant 

structural element both in thickness and strength, guiding and forcing the above 

Pennsylvanian and Permian rocks during the folding process. The Mesozoic section 

is mostly composed of clastic deposits. The Triassic unit is dominated by red shale, 
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sandstone and siltstone; the Jurassic unit contains various rock types, including 

sandstone, dolomite, and shale; the Cretaceous unit is the thickest in the Mesozoic 

section, and is composed of alternating sandstone and shale representing multiple 

transgression and regression cycles. The sandstone/shale ratios can variy 

dramatically with location. Therefore, the Mesozoic sandstone-shale package can 

respond differently to basement deformation depending on location. The shallowest 

Cenozoic section includes more localized deposits of conglomerates, coal, sandstone 

and shale, indicating the breakup of the integrated stable foreland, leading to local 

sediment sources and depocenters. This section is mostly syn-tectonic sediments, 

which lie conformably above the underlying Cretaceous rocks.  

The influence of these shallow sediments on regional deformation is not well 

constrained for Laramide-age structures. However, field observations of individual 

folds do show the influence of stratigraphy on the local structural details. For 

example, the shale layers define detachment surfaces, allowing for bedding-parallel 

slip and modifying the fold geometries (Figure 4.2, Fanshawe, 1971, Brown, 1987). 

In addition, the presence and thickness of Cambrian shale unites in some places, 

appears to have decoupled the sedimentary strata completely from the basement, 

resulting in disharmonic structures (Brown, 1987). In places the Cambrian shale 

isn’t present, in which case the Paleozoic section deformed conformably with the 

Precambrian basement (Fanshawe, 1939, Brown, 1987).  

Based on these preliminary observations, we hypothesize that pre-existing 

sediments, their thicknesses and stratigraphic heterogeneity, and syn-tectonic 
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sediments deposited concurrent with regional deformation, may have played a 

significant role in the distribution of shallow structures within the Wyoming 

foreland. In this study, we carry out DEM simulations to examine the role of these 

sedimentary variables on deformation associated with basement-involved uplift. We 

investigate the effects of pre-tectonic sedimentary thickness, mechanical 

stratigraphy, and syn-tectonic sedimentation on the distributions and properties 

(depths, displacements) of smaller-scale faults. We analyze the impact of regional 

displacement on the deformation styles in the overriding hanging wall, and examine 

the basement behavior during these processes.  

4.3. Numerical method and Experimental Set-Up 

We use the particle-based discrete element method explained in Zhang et al, 

(2014a), with a similar experimental set-up based on the conceptual model 

proposed by Lowell (1983), Oldow et al. (1989) and Erslev (1993). In this set-up 

(Figure 4.2), a detachment exists in the lower crust, allowing for the crustal slab to 

slide and rotate as a rotational fault bend fold. The horizontal dimension of the 

model domain is again set to 240 km, based on the average Laramide arch spacing of 

150 km (Schmidt et al, 1985), with additional length to reduce boundary effects. 

Two vertical walls composed of particles bound the domain. The left wall is fixed, 

whereas the right wall moves inward above the basal decollement, simulating 

horizontal compression. The vertical dimension is set to 35 km, encompassing the 
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deforming crustal thickness, including the basement and the sedimentary cover 

(Erslev, 1993, Stanton, 2002).  

The design of the basal fault ramp is the same as in our previous study 

(Zhang et al, 2014a), simplified as the arc of a circle spanning the upper and lower 

flats, tangent to the lower flat at their intersection. Fault slopes are defined by a 

secant line fit to the upper 25 km of the fault ramp. We use a fixed listric fault 

geometry, with a fault dip of 40° (Simulation WK05H from Zhang et al, 2014a) for all 

simulations shown here. Figure 4.3 shows the initial stratigraphy for our 

simulations, defined from top to bottom: sedimentary layer (green); and basement 

(dark grey and black), which is internally divided into upper basement (15 km) and 

lower basement (15 km). The four simulations in this paper all use the same 

basement configuration, and vary by the degree of syn-tectonic deposition, initial 

thickness or lithologies in the sedimentary section (simply represented by the green 

layer in Figure 4.3). The DEM parameters used in describing the mechanical 

properties are listed in Table 4.1.  
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Figure 4.3 Set-ups for the sedimentary cover for the four experiments (basement 

thickness, mechanical properties, and fault configuration are identical for all 

models). The left panel shows the particle configuration for each model, and the 

right panel gives the detailed description of the sediments.   
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Table 4.1 Particle properties for DEM simulations 

 Shear 
Modulus 
(GPa) 

Particle 
radii (m) 

Poisson’s 
ratio 

Density 
(kg/m3) 

Friction 
Coefficient 

Sedimentary layer 2.9 200, 150 0.2 2700 0.30 

Upper Crust 2.9 200, 150 0.2 2700 0.30 

Lower Crust 10.0 200, 150 0.2 2900 0.30 

 

 

Table 4.2 Interparticle bond properties for DEM simulations  

  Young’s 
Modulus 
(GPa) 

Shear 
Modulus 
(GPa) 

Tensile 
Strength 
(MPa) 

Cohesion 
(MPa) 

Dolomite  20 6.7 140 280 

Shale 3 1 0 0 

Sandstone for lower Mesozoic 10 3.3 60 120 

Sandstone for upper Mesozoic and 
Tertiary 

10 3.3 20 400 

Upper Crust 30 10 200 400 

Lower Crust 30 10 500 1000 
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4.4. Results 

4.4.1. WK05H, the reference simulation 

The reference simulation WK05H is composed of 30 km thick basement and 

2 km sandstone cover. Displacement is imposed by pushing the right wall inward. In 

the early stages of deformation (Figure 4.4A, 4.4B), many conjugate faults (fault T1-

T4, B5-B6, where T and B refer to thrust, and back-thrust) form in the shallow 

section, and terminate within the sedimentary cover. These secondary faults have a 

spacing of ~30 km, and an average offset along them of 300 m. Continued 

shortening (Figure 4.4C) produces more conjugate faults near the middle of the 

structure (i.e. fault B7, T8, B10), and within the basement above the primary fault  

ramp (fault B9, B11). As the existing faults extend further into the basement, the 

distribution of the secondary faults becomes relatively uniform across the basin. At 

this stage, most of the faults have displacements of about 600 m, terminating near 

the sediment-basement contact, with lengths ranging from 4 to 6 km. Ongoing 

shortening (Figure 4.4D) clusters the faults into groups, and extends some of the 

existing faults to deeper into the basement (about 6 km on average), while 

maintaining their displacements (600 m). At this stage, a new fault forms right 

above the ramp take-off point (T12), penetrating to 8 km depth with a displacement 

of about 2 km.  

Continued shortening of this simulation (Figure 4.4E, 4.4F) does not change 

the distribution of the secondary faults significantly. Most of them remain shallow 
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(6-8 km depth) with limited displacements (about 600m). The only exception is 

fault T12 located right above the ramp take-off point, which extends slightly deeper 

into the basement (12 km), and increases its displacement to 2500 m. As regional 

shortening continues (Figure 4.4G), T12 penetrates even deeper (2700 m), as some 

other faults (i.e. T1) also lengthen. A more detailed description of this reference 

simulation can be found in Zhang et al (2014a).  

4.4.2. WK05HS, thick sediment model  

Simulation WK05HS differs from reference simulation WK05H by having 

thicker sediment cover (Figure 4.5). The pre-Laramide sedimentary thickness is set 

to 4 km, rather than 2 km in the reference model. This greater thickness is more 

realistic for the Wyoming basins (Keefer, 1965). In the initial stage (Figure 4.5B), 

regional shortening creates several thrusts in the shallow crust (i.e. B1, B2, B3). The 

average spacing of these thrusts is about 40 km, greater than for the reference 

model. The mean displacement is about 600 m, and the general fault depth is about 

4 km, ending at the basement-sediment contact surfaces. Continued shortening 

(Figure 4.5C) creates more secondary faults (i.e. T4, B5, B6, T7), reducing the 

average fault spacing to ~20 km, and increasing the mean depth to 6 km and the 

mean displacement to 900 m. Faults located close to the ramp take-off point form in 

this stage, and one (T7) evolves quickly to become the largest fault in the system, 

with a displacement of 1200 m and depth of 8 km. The crustal slab also translates 

along the deep detachment, and begins to climb along the curved ramp, creating a 

mildly tilted basement wedge bounded by faults B3 and T7.  
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As regional shortening continues (Figure 4.5D), more secondary faults are 

created (i.e. T8, B9-B12), cross-cutting each other to form conjugates (i.e. B12 and 

T8, B1 and T4). The faults are not limited to the basinal area, but also cut into the 

uplifted basement wedge (i.e. B11, B12). The distribution of the secondary faults is 

relatively spatially uniform, and fault spacing ranges from 4 km to 10 km. Faults in 

the basinal area formed earlier, with general displacements of about 1200 m and 

depths of about 8 km, whereas the fault above the ramp take-off point (T7) formed 

later, but has the largest displacement and the greatest depth (9km). Later 

deformation (Figure 4.5E) further disrupts the sedimentary cover and links the 

existing faults, for example, T15 and B3, T7 and B13, and T14 and B2 are linked 

conjugates. New faults are formed, reducing the average fault spacing to about 5 km, 

and increasing the average displacement to about 1200 m. Most of the fault depths 

are limited to the sedimentary-basement contact surfaces, and thus range from 4-6 

km. The exceptions are the two faults located above the ramp take-off point (T7 and 

B13), which reach to about 9 km in depth. By the end of this stage, the basement 

slab is significantly tilted towards the basinal area. The forelimb of the wedge is 

faulted by a few normal faults, shedding material into the surrounding basins; 

whereas the backlimb is partially faulted by small thrusts.  

Late stage compression (Figure 4.5F) deepens some of the existing faults, and 

causes them to cluster into groups, with big faults bounding each group. The fault 

groups reach to about 9 km depth with an average displacement of 1500 m, whereas 

the smaller faults still only reach 4-6 km depth. Further shortening (Figure 4.5G) 
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causes the faults above the ramp take-off point, for example, B13, to penetrate 

deeper into the basement, reaching up to 20 km at depth with a displacement of 

3km, whereas the other big faults maintain their depths at 5-9 km, close to the 

sedimentary-basement contact surface.  

Compared to the reference simulation (WK05H, Figure 4.4), the early stages 

of deformation (Figure 4.4B-4.4C, 4.5B-4.5C) are quite similar, in that the secondary 

faults formed in the two models are comparable in numbers, spacing, depths, and 

displacements. In the middle stage (Figure 4.4D-4.4E, 4.5D-4.5E), more faults 

formed in simulation WK05HS relative to the reference model, generally only 

reaching to the sedimentary-basement contact surface; whereas in the reference 

simulation (WK05H), fewer faults formed and the largest fault reached to 12 km 

depth. In the last stage (Figure 4.4F-4.4G, 4.5F-4.5G), faults in both models clustered 

into groups. For locations near the ramp take-off area, one large fault penetrated far 

into the basement (T12 in Figure 4.4, B13 in Figure 4.5G); the fault in simulation 

WK05HS (B13 in Figure 4.5G) reached to a greater depth than in simulation WK05H.  

4.4.3. WK05HS2, mechanical stratigraphy simulation  

Simulation WK05HS2 (Figure 4.6) differs from the reference simulation in 

that the pre-Laramide sedimentary thickness is set to 4 km, and the sedimentary 

cover is sub-divided into four mechanical sections, corresponding to Paleozoic 

dolomite layer (dark blue), lower Mesozoic sandstone layer (yellow),  Mesozoic 

shale (red), and Upper Cretaceous-early Eocene sandstone layer (light blue). These 
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different mechanical unites are created by applying different bond parameters 

between the particles (Zhang et al, 2013). Bonds are also applied between the 

layers.  

In the initial stage of deformation (Figure 4.6B), regional shortening creates 

numerous small faults in the shallow crust (i.e. B1, T2, B3), many too small to trace. 

The average spacing of these micro faults is less than 10 km, and the average 

displacement is about 300m. The initial depths of all the faults are around 1 km, 

terminating within the red shale layer. Continued shortening (Figure 4.6C) deepens 

some of the existing faults (i.e B4-B9, T5-T10), maintaining a mean spacing of 10km, 

an average displacement of 600 m, and an average depth of 4 km. The faults are 

relatively uniformly distributed in the basinal area, with no preference in the dip 

direction.  

With continued regional shortening (Figure 4.6D), the existing secondary 

faults propagate further downward, cross-cutting each other to form conjugate sets. 

In the basinal area, the general spacing of the secondary conjugate faults is reduced 

to about 5 km, the average displacement ranges from 600 m to 900 m, and the 

average depth is still around 4 km. Above the ramp take-off point, however, faults 

T10 and B6 reach to 8 km depth, forming the largest conjugate sets with 

displacements of 900 m. In the next stage (Figure 4.6E), the faults in the basinal area 

also propagate downwards to about 7 km on average, with displacements ranging 

from 900 m to 1200 m. The faults above the ramp take-off area maintain their 

depths and displacements. Faults that undergo rotation with the basement wedge 
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see dips changed to slightly higher (T10) or lower (B6) angles. For these two stages, 

most of the active faults formed in the very early stages of deformation, except for 

several new faults that developed later near the back-wall (i.e. B11, T12). In the 

front of the basement wedge, several normal faults cut the uplifted basement, as the 

crustal slab slumps away.  

During the later stage deformation (Figure 4.6F), most of the secondary 

faults maintain their depths and displacements, including T10 and B6, which were 

initially located right above the ramp take-off point. The only active faults are T8 

and B13, which have been translated by the moving basement slab to their current 

positions directly above the ramp take-off point. Both T8 and B13 extend to 8 km 

depth, accumulating 1500 m displacement. In the subsequent stage (Figure 4.6G), 

T8 propagates further down to 20 km depth, with a displacement larger than 3000 

m (10 particles), forming a large out-of-the-basin thrust.  

Compared to the reference simulation (WK05H, Figure 4.4), more faults 

formed during the early stages of deformation in simulation WK05HS2, penetrating 

to very shallow depths and terminating within the shallow shale layer; whereas in 

the reference model, only a few faults formed and terminated at the sedimentary-

basement contact surface. Subsequent deformation in simulation WK05HS2 leads to 

the extension of some of the existing faults further into the basement, rather than 

the creation of new faults as in the reference model. In most of the deformation 

stages, the secondary faults in the basinal area terminate around the sedimentary-

basement contact (4 km), or in the shallow basement; whereas in the reference 
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model, the secondary faults penetrated up to 8 km depth. In the very last stage, the 

largest fault in simulation WK05HS2 reached to 20 km depth, much deeper than in 

the reference model. The average depth of all other faults is very small.  

4.4.4. WK05HS6-2, Syn-tectonic sedimentation simulation  

Simulation WK05HS6-2 (Figure 4.7) differs from the reference simulation in 

that the pre-Laramide sedimentary thickness is initially set to 4 km, and up to 3 km 

of syn-tectonic sediments are added during the simulation. In the first stage of 

deformation (Figure 4.7B), only one fault (B1) forms close to the back-wall area. 

There is no other observable deformation in the model. With continued shortening 

(Figure 4.7C), several new faults (i.e. T2, B3, B4) are created in the shallow slab, 

with a general spacing of 40 km, an average displacement of 600 m (2 particles), and 

a mean depth of 4 km, ending around the sedimentary-basement contact. As the 

crustal slab moves along the deep detachment, and gradually climbs along the 

curved fault ramp, sediments are deposited to fill in the basin formed (shown as 

blue and yellow particles), and some of these become involved in the basement 

deformation.  

As regional shortening continues (Figure 4.7D), two new faults (T5, T6) form 

near the ramp take-off area, propagating down to 4 km depth, with displacements of 

about 300 m (1 particle). The fault distribution is not uniform, but is most dense in 

places above the ramp take-off area. Across most of the basinal area, the only 

structural activity is the propagation of existing faults (i.e. T2, B1, B4) down to 8 km 
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below the original surface. Those pre-existing faults have not yet propagated 

upwards into the new sediments, but they maintain their displacements from the 

previous stage as they are buried by the new sediments. In the next stage (Figure 

4.7E), no new faults form, all deformation occurs by the propagation of existing 

faults. In the basinal area, faulting activity ceases at this point, and the existing faults 

are buried more deeply. Faults B3 and B4 also have gradually moved away from the 

ramp take-off area, and are slightly buried by new sediments. Fault T6, near the 

edge of the filling basin, is the only active fault during this stage, and unlike the 

other faults, it propagates upwards through the new sediments to reach the ground 

surface, with a displacement of 600m, while maintaining its depth at 4km.  

With continued shortening (Figure 4.7F), faults in the center of the basin (T2) 

remain inactive, whereas faults on the basin periphery are partially reactivated. For 

example, B1 propagates upwards and folds the entire sedimentary cover above, 

increasing its displacement up to 1500 m, while maintaining its depth. T6 keeps 

propagating upwards, increasing its displacement to 1200 m. Meanwhile, T6 also 

extends further into the basement to 6km depth. Another active fault is B4, which is 

close to the ramp take-off area, and propagates downwards to 10km depth, while 

increasing displacement up to 1800 m. Fault B3 deforms with similar behavior, it 

propagates downward slightly, and increases its displacement to 1500 m. In the 

subsequent stage (Figure 4.7G), the basinal faults such as T2 and B1 become 

inactive, along with the marginal faults such as B3 and B4. Only the two faults 

located right above the ramp take-off point propagate further down to 15 km (T6) 
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and 8 km (T2) below the original depth, maintaining (T2) or increasing 

displacement to 2.5 km (T6). 

Compared to the reference simulation (WK05H, Figure 4.4), there are very 

few secondary faults formed in the basinal area where syn-tectonic sediments were 

deposited, and displacements along those faults are very limited. In contrast, above 

the ramp take-off location near the edge of the infilling sedimentary basin, large 

secondary faults formed, with the depths and displacements quite comparable to 

the reference model. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 4.4 ~ Continued, Left panel of each pair is the particle configuration, 

the right panel is the 2nd strain invariant of the deviatoric strain tensor. For the 

latter, red indicates movement into the basin (the corresponding fault is labeled as 

B, for back-thrust), and blue indicates movement out of the basin (the 

corresponding fault is labeled as T, for fore-thrust). 
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Figure 4.4 Seven stages (A though G) during the deformation of Simulation WK05H, 

the reference model. The sedimentary cover is composed of 2 km of sandstone, 

without any syn-tectonic sediments.  
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Figure 4.5 Seven stages (A through G) during the deformation of Simulation 

WK05HS, the thick sediment model. The sedimentary cover consists of 4 km of 

sandstone, uniform across the domain. Panels and symbols as in Figure 4.4.  
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Figure 4.6 Seven stages (A through G) during the deformation of Simulation 

WK05HS2, the mechanical stratigraphy model. The sedimentary cover is a uniform 

2 km thick, composed of limestone, sandstone, and shale layer. Panels and symbols 

as in Figure 4.4.  
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Figure 4.7 Seven stages (A through G) during the deformation of Simulation 

WK05HS6-2, the syn-sedimentation model. The sedimentary cover is initially 

composed of 4 km sandstone, and syn-tectonic sediments are added during the 

deformation, adding up to ~3 km of sandstone. Panels and symbols as in Figure 4.4.  
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4.5. Discussion 

Our simulations of basement-involved deformation show the generation of a 

range of secondary structures, forming in response to the displacement of the 

crustal block along the pre-defined primary faults. As noted in the previous chapter, 

two components contribute to this deformation and the distribution of structures: 

horizontal compression caused by the regional shortening of the crustal blocks 

translating above the flat detachment and impingement against the frictional fault 

ramp, and crustal rotation of the block along the listric primary fault ramps. The 

secondary thrusts produced in these simulations always initiate near the surface. 

Although they commonly propagate downward with increasing shortening, most of 

the faults remain very shallow, terminating around the sediment-basement 

interface. The exceptions are faults located around the ramp take-off point, which 

may penetrate much further into the basement.    

In the simulations presented here, we also observe that the character and 

properties of the sediments overlying the deforming basement can influence 

significantly the formation and final distributions of secondary structures, possibly 

accounting for the heterogeneous distributions of shallow crustal structures 

observed in the Wyoming Laramide province (i.e. Blackstone, 1989; Erslev, 1986; 

Brown, 1987).  We review potential explanations for these observations below, and 

explore their implications for natural systems.  
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4.5.1. Effects of pre-tectonic sedimentary thickness 

Variations in pre-tectonic sediment thicknesses resulted in apparently 

different final distributions and characteristics of secondary faults (Figure 4.8). For 

a given horizontal displacement, the simulation with thicker pre-tectonic sediments 

(WK05HS, Figure 4.5) generated more shallow secondary faults than were observed 

in the simulation with thinner sediments (WK05H, Figure 4.4). In addition, the deep 

penetration faults formed near the ramp take-off points developed earlier within 

the thin sediment simulation (e.g., T12 in Figure 4.4D), but ultimately extended 

deeper with larger displacement within the thick sediment simulation (e.g., B13 in 

Figure 4.5G).  

The increase in number of secondary faults with increased sedimentary 

thickness is somewhat surprising, as it is the opposite of predictions for thin-

skinned fold-and- thrust belts, which typically show increased spacing between 

thrust faults (i.e., decreased number) with increased sediment thickness (e.g., Liu et 

al., 1992; Marshak et al, 1992, Marshak and Wilkerson, 1991, 1992). Thus, fold-and-

thrust belts with thicker sediments should tend to generate fewer, more widely 

spaced thrust faults (Marshak and Wilkerson, 1992). We interpret that different 

trends in fault spacing and abundance for the thick-skinned systems (i.e., our 

simulations) compared to thin-skinned fold-and-thrust belts, lies in the role of the 

basement. In thin-skinned systems, the deforming sedimentary package is partially 

or fully decoupled from any underlying basement across the basal decollement, and 

thus, the initial fault spacing is a function of the sediment properties and basal 
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friction only (Marshak et al, 1992, Marshak and Wilkerson, 1992). In contrast, the 

strong basement in our thick-skinned simulations is directly coupled to the 

overlying sediments, and therefore imparts some mechanical control over the 

comparably weak sediments. This mechanical coupling will be greatest for the 

thinner sedimentary cover, as the strong basement will support high lateral 

stresses, effectively cushioning the weaker overlying strata. In contrast, thicker 

sediments will feel more of the applied lateral stresses, and thus act more 

independently, forming more shallow faults consistent with the lower mechanical 

strength compared to the basement rocks. Thus, in the case of thin sediment cover, 

fault formation will be controlled by the strength of the basement. In contrast, 

thicker sediments may tend to deform more independently of the basement, 

developing more closely spaced faults at shallow depths.  

The difference in behavior of the deep penetration faults in the two models 

likely is also mechanically controlled. We speculate that the thicker sediments 

impose slightly greater confining pressures on the basement, suppressing deep fault 

penetration until later during contraction. In addition, the thicker sediments may 

have accommodated more regional shortening initially through shallow faulting, 

relative to that within the thin sediment cover model, due to stronger basement-

sediment coupling described above. Thus, early deep-penetration faulting may be 

necessary in the absence of thick sediments to accommodate regional shortening.  

A final factor that may contribute to the greater abundance of secondary 

faults in the presence of thicker sediments is the curved geometry of the primary 
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faults, which causes rotation-induced bending stresses in the deforming slab (see 

Zhang et al, 2014a). These stresses form tangent to the stratal surface as the crustal 

slab slides up the curved primary fault ramp, and for a given material, they increase 

with the thickness of the bending plate (Turcotte and Schubert, 1982). Thus, for the 

same amount of bending, the thicker plate, i.e., with thicker sediments, will 

experience more compressive stresses, resulting in a greater number of the 

secondary faults near the ramp take off point, and deeper penetration of these faults 

as deformation proceeds.  

4.5.2. Effects of mechanical stratigraphy  

The presence of weak detachment horizons within the sedimentary cover, 

which defines mechanical stratigraphy, results in significant differences in the 

shallow structure during the earliest stages of block deformation (Simulation 

WK05HS2, Figure 4.6). Initially, numerous secondary faults form in the shallowest 

brittle layer (Figure 4.6B), all soling into the weak shale horizon. This configuration 

contrasts with the homogeneous simulations, in which fewer faults are formed, and 

most of the shallow faults reached to the sediment-basement contact (e.g., Figures 

4.4 and 4.5).  

The difference in structure demonstrates the importance of the weak shale 

layer in the middle of the sedimentary cover, which serves to decouple the 

shallower and deeper strata, with the lower units still coupled to the strong 

basement. This decoupling is similar to that in thin-skinned structures, (e.g., 
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Mugnier et al, 1997, Massoli et al, 2006, Rowan et al, 2004), defining a thin layer 

above the shale that can deform somewhat independently of the deeper rocks. 

Consequently, the shallowest unit above the shale is cut by many small faults 

(Figure 4.6B), consistent with the prediction of more closely spaced faults in a thin 

deforming layer (Marshak et al., 1992). However, as deformation continues, a few of 

the shallow faults extend across the weak shale to the sediment-basement contact, 

similar to the previous homogeneous simulations. We suspect that this reflects the 

common kinematic constraint for all of the deforming units. The existence of a 

detachment horizon only delays the development of throughgoing faults. 

Kinematically, the entire crustal block is still forced to deform as a coherent unit.  

In addition, only one deep penetration fault develops in Simulation 

WK05HS2, in contrast to the several deeper faults that formed in the previous 

models. This single fault, located above ramp take-off area, may imply more 

localized high compressional stresses above the curved fault ramp, compared to the 

previous models. Alternatively, the differences are a reflection of the heterogeneity 

of deformation in these models.  

4.5.3. Effects of syn-tectonic sedimentation  

The addition of sediments as deformation proceeds (Simulation WK05HS6-2, 

Figure 4.7) resulted in fewer secondary faults in the basinal area, and those that did 

form were subsequently buried and deactivated by new sediments. The reduction in 

secondary thrusts in the center of the basin can be explained by the progressive 
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increase in confining pressure with the addition of the syn-tectonic sediments. This 

prevented new faults from forming within the thicker sediments, and transferred 

deformation away from the depo-center onto more distant faults.  

Similar trends have been observed in thin-skinned deformational systems. 

For example, syn-tectonic sediments added to the front of analogue models of 

homogeneous contractional wedges decreased the number of the new fault ramps 

by increasing the normal stress acting on the basal decollement (Storti and McClay, 

1995). Mugnier et al (1997) showed that syn-tectonic sedimentation shifted the 

deformation front forward to the edge of the new sediments, developing a frontal 

thrust far away from the wedge rear. According to critical taper theory (Davis et al., 

1983), horizontal and gravitational driving forces must be balanced against internal 

and basal frictional forces, influencing the distribution of deformation (e.g., Willett 

et al., 1993, Larroque et al, 1995). For example, syn-tectonic erosion and 

sedimentation during the Sevier orogeny may have lowered the surface taper of the 

deforming wedge, shifting deformation back into the wedge rear to rebuild the taper 

(DeCelles and Mitra, 1995, DeCelles et al, 1995).  

We hypothesize that the same type of mechanical control is active in our 

models as well.  Although in our simulations, the thickness of syn-tectonic sediments 

is very small compared to the thickness of the deforming basement, it is still 

comparable to the pre-tectonic sediment thickness. Thus, the addition of syn-

tectonic sediments doubles the confining pressure at the sediment-basement 

interface, which is enough to prevent new faults from forming, and to deactivate 
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existing ones. Therefore, secondary faults that formed early in the basinal area 

become buried and inactive, forcing deformation to transfer to the basin margins.  

The most persistent and largest secondary faults formed above the ramp 

take-off point (T6, B4 in Figure 4.7), which coincides with the edge of the new 

sedimentary in-fill and thus does not experience significant increases in vertical 

stresses.  Thus, the combination of thinner syn-tectonic sediments and high bending 

stresses localizes deformation into this area, as these faults accommodate more of 

the regional shortening than those in the other models.  
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Figure 4.8 Comparison of final snapshots of the particle configurations from the four 

simulations: A. WK05H; B. WK05HS; C. WK05HS2; D. WK05HS6-2.  
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4.5.4. Implications for the distributions of Laramide structures  

In the Wyoming Laramide-age basins, most of the obvious smaller scale 

faults are located on the edges of the basins and trend parallel to the adjacent 

primary uplifts. Some larger intermediate-scale structures extend the lengths of the 

basin, for example, the Emigrant Trial thrust in the Wind River Basin (Figure 4.9) 

and the Rio thrust in the Bighorn Basin (Figure 4.10). In contrast, in the centers of 

the basins, few small or intermediate scale faults are observed (Figure 4.10). Our 

simulations help to explain the occurrence of these extensive, larger offset 

intermediate-scale faults along the edges of the basins. These regions correspond to 

the edges of thicker syn-tectonic basin fill as well as areas of greatest slab bending 

and increased horizontal compression above the primary fault ramp take-off points. 

As noted above, the combination of these two factors will favor localized faulting. In 

addition, restricted deep penetration faulting within the basinal areas forces these 

marginal faults to accommodate most of the regional shortening, leading to larger 

offsets in these areas. 
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Figure 4.9 Geologic cross section of the Wind River Basin (A), with locations labeled 

in the geologic map below (B). (Flemings and Nelson, 1991)  
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4.6. Conclusions 

Our DEM simulations show that even thin sedimentary cover above a thick 

basement slab can play an important role in controlling the distributions and 

characteristics of smaller-scale faults that form during deformation. We see that the 

development of these smaller faults is sensitive not only to the deforming basement, 

but also to the pre-tectonic sediment thickness, mechanical stratigraphy with weak 

decoupling horizons within these sediments, and syn-tectonic sedimentation that 

accompanies basement deformation. All of these factors can change the regional 

deformation patterns significantly, and may account for observed distributions of 

structures in Laramide-age basins in Wyoming.  

The thickness of the pre-tectonic sedimentary deposits can influence the 

initial generation of smaller structures. Thicker sediments allow more faults to form 

than do thinner sediments, probably because the thicker sediments act more 

independently of the deforming basement. Thus, horizontal shortening is 

distributed over many small offset, shallow faults in contrast to few large offset 

faults. The largest faults above the ramp take-off point can still propagate to 20 km 

depth.  

The presence of weak (shale) layers within the pre-tectonic sediment cover 

allows for numerous small faults to form during early stages of deformation, and 

initially constrains the depths of these secondary faults to this weak decoupling 

zone. The final deformation pattern differs from our simulations with homogeneous 
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strata, in that the subsequent deformation focuses on extending some of the existing 

faults further into the basement, rather than on creating new faults as in the 

reference model.  Thus, by the end of the simulation, the overall number of active 

faults is similar to those of the same thickness homogeneous sediment model. 

Syn-tectonic sedimentation restricts the formation of secondary faults within 

the basinal area, burying and deactivating early-formed faults. Thus, fault formation 

and displacement is concentrated along the edges of the basin, which coincides with 

the ramp take-off location. Thus, this region is the locus of deformation throughout 

the contractional cycle. A combination of these factors is thought to play a role in the 

distribution small- and intermediate-scale faults in Laramide-age basins, with syn-

tectonic sedimentation playing a particularly important role.  
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